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ABSTRACT 

The two main approaches to knot theory, via local moves (Reidemeister moves) and 

via poIynomia1 invariants, are studied on a new structure, a labelled bipartite graph which 

may be derived from any knot or link. We show how to compute the Jones Polynomial 

of a knot fiom the graphs and prove that the graphs factor out information irrelevant to 

the computation of the Jones Polynomial. As the complexity of the Jones Polynomial 

bounds the cornplexity of the Polynomial Hierarchy in Computer Science we sketch how 

this approach may apply outside knot theory. We give an elementary extension of a result of 

Oxley and Welsh by showing that on "series parallel" h o t  diagrams the Jones Polynomial 

may be calculated in 0(n4) steps. We also derive a new cornputational identity for the 

Jones Polynomial based on the graphs. 

In the second part of this thesis we establish theorems that allow us to treat the 

bipartite graphs themselves as a new kind of knot invariant. A "mutation" is defined 

(roughly) as follows: cut out two strands of a knot which are entangled, rotate them 180" 

and rejoin them to the h o t .  We show that two links may have the same bipartite graph iff 

one link may be derived from the other by a sequence of mutations. We also show that two 

knots or links are topologically equivalent up to mutation (Le., one can be transformed into 

the other by a sequence of "Reidemeister" moves plus mutations) iff the bipartite graph 

of one knot can be constructed £rom the graph of the other by a sequence of graphical 

"Reidemeister" moves (these rnoves have a very simple form). Hence, up to mutation, 

the probIem of knot equivalence is reduced to the problem of building bipartite graphs by 

elementary moves. Because an unknot remains unknotted under mutations, this result has 

the following corollary: a knot is trivial iff its bipartite graph can be built fiom the nulf 

graph by a sequence of graphitai Reidemeister moves. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A knot diagram is a projection of a closed cuve in three dimensional space ont0 the 

plane, so that the arcs of the c w e  intersect in bfold vertices, with crossings indicated 

by deleted segments (as in Figure 1.1 of Chapter 1). In the nineteen thirties Reidemeister 

showed that two knots or links (a link is a union of knots, possibly intertwined) can be 

deformed continuously one into another iff any diagram of one link can be transformed 

into a diagram of the other by a sequence of moves of the type shown in Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1. 

While the Reidemeister moves provide a necessary and suflicient condition for knot 

equivalence, they do not, in general, give a feasible algorithm for determining equivalence. 

In spite of the recent explosion of interest in knot theory, due to the discovery of new 

knot invariants like the Jones, Homfiy and Kaufhan polynomials in the nineteen eighties 

1 



(invariants which have revealed deep and surprising connections between h o t  theory and 

statistical mechanics, field theory, quantum groups and representation theory), there is 

still no general algorithm for knot equivalence in sight. Even the problem of finding an 

effective ( polynomial t ime) algorit hm for determining whet her a kno t diagram is equivalent 

to the unknot (Le. to a simple loop), an algorithm which many h o t  theorists believe does 

exist , remains out of reach. In the nineteen fifties Haken showed that the problem of the 

unknot is solvable, but his algorithm gives no bound on the number of steps it would 

take to determine if a particular diagram represents the unknot. Recently the problem 

was shown to Lie in the complexity class NP: roughly, this is the class of problems that 

rnay take 2" steps to solve (where n is the Iength of the encoding of the problem), but 

which have solutions which can be checked in polynomial time. While the problem of the 

u n h o t  lies in NP, nothing is known about the complexity of the general problem of h o t  

equivalence. 

In 1984 Vaughn Jones, working on a trace formula for von Neumann Algebras dis- 

covered a new knot invariant that  sparked the recent advances in knot theory (see [BI for 

a succinct account of the discovery of the Jones Polynomial and its connections to other 

fields). The Jones Polynomial does not distinguish all knots: knots with different Jones 

Polynornials are topologically inequivalent, but knots with the sarne Jones Polynomial rnay 

be equivalent or inequivalent. A mutation on a h o t  (or link) is defined roughly as follows 

(see Chapter 4 for a precise definition): cut two strands of the b o t  that are entangled, and 

rotate the strands 180" around one of three possible axes; then rejoin the strands to the 

h o t .  The Jones Polynomial cannot distinguish knots that differ by a mutation (it is not 

completely clear what other features of a h o t  the Jones Polynomial camot distinguish). 

Recently Jaegar et al. [JVW] showed that the Jones Polynomial is, in general, difficult 

to compute. The complexity class #P contains the most ditl3cult counting problems studied 

by computer scientists. Fast solutions to problems in this class would imply fast solutions to 

al1 of the problerns in the Polynomial Hierarchy (this hierarchy contains the more familiar 



complexity classes such as P and NP). The Jones is #P h a d  this designation meam 

that al1 problems in #P can be effectively reduced to the problem of computing the Jones 

Polynomial. Hence finding a bound on the number of steps it takes to compute the Jones 

Polynomial on a general h o t  would give a bound on the Polynomial Hierarchy. 

An alternating knot is a knot whose projections have the following property: as one 

moves dong an arc of the projection, one passes alternately over and under the other arcs. 

The result of [ J W ]  mentioned above is based on showing that the Jones Polynomial on 

alternating knots is a specialization of an older invariant of graphs: the Tutte Polynomial. 

To calculate the Jones Polynomial of an alternating h o t ,  one first derives a special planar 

graph from the h o t  diagram (this checkboard graph is a kind of dual of the h o t  diagram: 

see Chapter 3 for a precise definition), fiom which one then calculates the Tutte polyno- 

mial. Based on this algorithm, Oxley and Welsh have shown that on a special kind of 

h o t  diagram, called series parallel (defined in Chapter 3), the Jones Polynomial may be 

calculated in polynomial tirne. As their method uses the Tutte Polynomial, it only applies 

on series parallel diagram that corne from alternating knots (Murasugi has conjectured 

that their algorithm might be extended to all series parallel knot diagrams via a general- 

ization of the Tutte polynornial [Mur]). Oxley and Welsh's argument is non-elementary (it 

is based on matroids and various results in graph theory) and does not give tight bounds. 

In Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis we show how to derive, from any knot or link, a 

labelled bipartite graph from which one can calculate the Jones Polynomial of the h o t .  A 

significant feature of our algorithm (in addition to working on dl, not just alternating, dia- 

grams) is that the bipartite graphs are in an objective sense simpler than the checkerboard 

graphs from which the Tutte polynomial is calculated. If K and K' are knots or links that 

differ by a mutation, their checkerboard graphs rnay be non-isomorphic; their bipartite 

graphs, however, as we prove in Chapter 4, are identical. Hence the bipartite graphs factor 

out a structural quality of knots that the Jones Polynomial cannot distinguish: they effec- 

tively remove information from the h o t  that is irrelevant to  the calculation. To illustrate 



the effectiveness of the graphs we give, in Chapter 3, an algorithm for the Jones Polynomial 

that works in 0(n4) steps on any series parallel h o t  diagram. Our algorithm is based on 

showing that the bipartite graph of a series parallel diagram can be built by a very simple 

recursion (we cal1 such bipartite graphs SP graphs). 

Kauffman has said that the bipartite graphs seem to be an ideal structure on which to 

study the computationd properties of the Jones Polynomial [KP] (the graphs derive from 

his state diagrarns algorithm for the Jones Polynomial) . Our recent work on the graphs has 

suggested several possible avenues of research. First, on classes of knots with significant 

regularity (torus knots, Zbridge knots) the graphs have a simple recursive structure that 

might allow for fast algorithms. Second, our algorithm for series pardel  diagrams is 

based on a decomposition of the Jones Polynomial that does not have a clear analogue 

in the recursion relations that define the Jones Polynomial (or the Kauffman bracket, 

from which the graphs were first derived) and that may prove usefd in investigating the 

cornplexity of the Jones Polynomial on general knots (and perhaps on random knots). 

Finally, the problems studied by cornputer scientists have traditionally corne hom discrete 

mathematics: fields such as combinatorics, logic and graph theory (the Tutte polynomial, 

for instance). To date, no hidden structure has been found in such areas that would imply 

a bound under 2" for the Polynomial Hierarchy. We believe that topology may be a key 

to finding such hidden structure: by factoring out topological structure irrelevant to the 

calculation of the Jones Polynomial, the bipartite graphs may provide a new means for 

studying complexity. We are presently trying to find an algorithm for reducing bipartite 

graphs derived from knots to SP bipartite graphs by removing vertices - a bound on the 

number of vertices removed might give a bound on the number of steps required to calculate 

the Jones Polynomial on a general knot. 

Ln the final part of the thesis we establish a theorem which will allow us to treat 

the bipartite graphs associated to knots as a new kind of knot invariant: to each class 

of knot we associate a family of bipartite graphs rather than a polynomial. We show 



that two knot diagrams represent knots that are topologically equivaient up to  mutation 

(Le. one can be transformed into another by a sequence of Reidemeister moves plus 

mutations) iff any bipartite graph of one diagram can be constructed fiom any graph of 

the other by a sequence of graphical "Reidemeister" moves- Hence, up to mutation, the 

problem of knot equivalence is reduced to the problem of building bipartite graphs by 

elementary moves. Because an unknot remains unknot ted under mutations, t his result has 

the following corollary: a knot is trivial iff its bipartite graph can be built from the n d l  

graph. We are presently trying to determine how to recognize when one bipartite graph 

can be built from another by the graphicd Reidemeister moves. We believe this problem 

will prove to be much easier than the general problem of h o t  equivalence, as the bipartite 

graphs do  not distinguish knots that are mutations of one another. 



CHAPTER 1 

Knots and tbeir Bipartite Graphs 

In order to construct a bipartite graph from a h o t  diagram one first labels the cross- 

ings of the diagram according to the convention initiated by Kauffman in bis algorithm 

for the Jones Polynomial. At each crossing one assigns the label A to the two regions of 

the diagram that are swept out when one rotates the overcrossing line counterclockwise 

(the other two regions are labelled A-'). One then resplices each crossing in one of the 

two ways as shown in Figure 1.1. A particular choice of splittings for the entire h o t  gives 

what Kauffman cails a state or state diagram. As there are two choices of each crossing, n 

crossing h o t  has 2" distinct states. 

Figure 1.1 

A state diagram comprised of n Jordan curves (hereafter loops) is called an  n-loop 

diagram or decomposition (see Figure 1.2)  
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Figure 1.2: The trefoil 

- 
decomposed into a Zloop diagram. 

We refer to the dotted line at the site of a crossing as a splice and call  the variables A 

and A-' splice labels. A knot crossing can be reconstructed from a splice (with label) then 

resplit to give a new splice with opposite label (see Figure 1.3). We c d  this operation on 

n-loop diagrams resplzczng or changing a splice. (Hereafter, in changing a splice, we will 

not show the reconstructed knot crossing, as in Figure 1.3; we will simply show the splice 

before and after it is changed). 

Figure 1.3: Changing splice 1 reduces a 2-loop diagram 
to a 1-loop diagram. 

Given any n-loop decornposition we can generate all other decompositions of the knot 

sirnply by changing sets of splices. If a splice joins two different loops in a state diagram, 

then changing the s p k e  will reduce the nwnber of loops by one (as in Figure 1.3). Hence 

every knot (one component link) has at least one 1-loop diagram (as does every link with 

a connected 2-dimensional projection). 

In a 1-loop diagram two splices are dependent if an end point of one splice separates 

the end points of the other (see Figure 1.4). As splices may not pass through each other, 

exterior (interior) splices are independent of other exterior (interior) splices. 



(a) (b) 
Figure 1.4: Dependent (a) and independent (b) splices 
under resplicing. 

Lemma 1.1. Let S be a 1-loop diagram. Choose any subset S of mutually independent 

splices of S. Suppose jSI = k. Changing all of the spfices in S gives a k + 1-loop diagram. 

Proof. If we change any splice j in S we create a 2-ioop diagram with component loops 

-4 and B. The remaining splices in S rnust have either both endpoints in A or both in 

B. Further, changing j does not change the way the endpoints of the other splices in S 

are ordered on A and B (this is obvious simply by drawing a picture as in Figure 1.4(b)), 

so these splices are still mutually independent on their respective components. As A and 

B are each (ignoring j) 1-loop digrams with fewer than k splices, an inductive argument 

gives the Lemma. Cl 

Lemma 1.2. When we &ange two dependent splices i and j on a 1-loop diagram S, the 

result is another 1-loop diagram. 

Proof. This is obvious from Figure 1.5. CI 



Figure 1.5 

Rom a 1-loop diagram we can form a graph G with vertices representing splices, 

and edges indicating which splices are dependent. Since exterior and interior splices are 

independent, the graph is bipartite (see Figure 1.6 for an example). 

Figure 1.6 

It is clear from Lemma 1.2 that a given h o t  diagram may have more than one distinct 

1-loop state and hence more than one bipartite graph. 



Given any two 1-loop state diagrams S and S' coming from the same h o t  diagram 

K there must be a unique subset S of splices of S such that changing al1 of the elements of 

S gives S' (this is because S and S' simply correspond to different choices of splittings for 

some subset of crossings of K). The resulting diagram Sr does not depend on the order in 

which we resplice the elements of S: hence in generating Sr we can start by first changing 

some dependent pair of splices in S. S must contain such a pair since otherwise, by Lemma 

1.1: S' would have more than one bop. By the same reasoning, each time we change a 

pair of dependent splices in S, there must be some dependent pair among the remaining 

unchanged splices. Hence in constructing S' and S we can always pass through a set of 

1-loop states where each state can be derived from the previous one by changing a pair of 

dependent splices. We denote the operation of changing a pair of dependent splices in a 

1-lonp diagram R4 (we will explain this choice of syrnbol later). Clearly, we can generate 

any 1-lcop state S' of K h m  S by repeated applications of &. 

Given any 1-loop state S, suppose S' is the state that results fiom changing some pair 

of dependent vertices in S and let G and G' be the bipartite graphs derived from S and 

Si. Remarkably, there is a simple graphical rule, which we also denote R4, which allows us 

to derive the graph G' directly from G without having to draw any state diagrams. When 

we apply the rule R4 to a pair of vertices i and j joined by an edge in graph G, we denote 

the resulting graph RF (G). The rule i& is the basis for the applications of the bipartite 

graphs given in this thesis. 

Given a bipartite graph of splice dependencies G (as in Figure 1.6), let E be the edge 

set of G and, for vertex i, let N(i) denote the nezghbourhood of i: the set of vertices that 

are endpoints of edges from i (i.e. those vertices corresponding to splices dependent on 

2). For instance, in Figure 1.6, N(4) = {6,7,9), N( l )  = {5,6,7,8), N(2) = (7) and 

N ( 3 )  = {8}. Let Lc(i)  denote the label on vertex i in G. C d  the operation of changing 

a pair of dependent splices i and j on a 1-loop state S, R?, and denote R ~ ( G )  by Gr. 



Theorem 1.3. Let G be a bipartite graph derived fiom a 1-loop state diagram S ,  and let 

S' be the diagram that results Erom changïng some pair of dependent vertices i and j on 

S .  Then G' (= R ~ ( G ) )  the graph of S' is generated by the foiiowing transformation on 

Step 1: Switch labels i and j .  Also L G ~  (i) = L&)-' and L G ~  ( j )  = L G ( ~ ) - '  - 
Step 2: I f  ( k ,  j )  E E (where k is any vertex other thao i )  eliminate all edges fi0111 k to 

vertices that are neighbours of i  (je. eliminate ail edges fiom vertex k to vertices 

in the set N ( i )  n N(k)) .  

Step 3: Draw new edges Erom k to aU neighbours of i that don't share an edge with k (ie. 

to d l  vertices in the set N(i )  \N(k)) .  

Al1 other eàges in G are retained, and al1 labels, other than those on i and j are unchangeci. 

(Note: The rule is symmetrical; it gives the same result if we switch i and j in Step 2 and 

Step 3). RY is illustrated in Figure 1.7. 

Figure 1.7: Dependencies created by changing splices 1 
and 7 in the 1-loop diagram in Figure 1.5. 

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose (k,  j) E E. Identify three regions on the 1-loop diagram 

(see Figure 1.8: here, of course, there may be more splices than the ones shown.) 



. . 
Figure 1.8: The operation Ri3. 

Before RY, splices clependent on i are exactly those splices that have one end point in 

region 1 and the other in region III or one endpoint in region II and the other in III. But 

after R? such splices are dependent on j. And spiices that were dependent on j before 

RF (Le. those that bracket j and k does) are now dependent on i. (Notice i and j are still 

dependent on S', hence we retain an edge between them in G'.) Hence Step 1. 
. . 

Before Rq , splices dependent on both k and i (corresponding to vertices in N(i)n N ( k )  

on the graph G) are exactly those splices that have one endpoint in region 1 and the other 

in region III. But after RY such splices are now independent of k since, as can be seen fiom 

Figure 1.8, the endpoints of k no longer separate regions 1 and III. Hence we eliminate 

edges from Ir to vertices in N(i) n N(k), as in Step 2. 

Before RY splices dependent on i but not k (corresponding to vertices in N ( i )  - N(k)) 

are exactly those splices that have one endpoint in II and the other in III. But after RY 
such splices are now dependent on k, since k now separates II and III. Hence Step 3. 

Finally, if (k, j )  4 E (ie. if k is independent of j), the regions separated by k are the 

sarne before and after RY: hence no other dependencies are created or eliminated. (Note: 

the diagram in Figure 1.8 is equivaient, by stretching and flipping exterior splices over the 

Ioop, to the diagrams with i and k reversed or on opposite sides of j :  thus the proof does 

not depend on the diagram.) 



CHAPTER 2 

An Algorithm for the Jones Polynomial 

A knot or link K is oriented if each arc in its diagram is assigned a direction. Let C(K) 

denote the set of crossings of an oriented diagram of K and for any crossing c E C(K)  

let E (c) denote the sign of c, where each crossing in the knot diagram is given a sign 

according to the convention in Figure 2.1 

Figure 2.1 

the writhe of an oriented link diagram K is defined by 

4 K )  = C E ( c )  . 

Kauffman's algorithm for the Jones Poiynomial of an oriented link K is based on 

the Kauffrnan bracket of K, an invariant of regular isotopy (Le. the Kaiiffman bracket 

is invariant under the second and third Reidemeister moves). The Kauffman bracket is 

norrnally written as a polynornial in the variable A and is denoted (K)(A). The Jones 

Polynomial of a h o t  K (denoted VK(t ) )  can be derived from the Kauhan bracket (see 

[KI) by making the change of variable A = t-'l4 and multiplying the result by a factor 

that depends on the writhe w of the h o t :  

VK (t) = (-t-3/4 ) ( ~ ) ( t - ' / ~ )  - 

As the writhe of an n crossing h o t  can be calculated in O(n)  steps, the complexity 

of the Jones Polynomial (see below) is deterrnined by the complexity of the Kauffman 

bracket. 



The Kauffman bracket of a h o t  K is calculated as foiiows. Let S be a state of the 

knot (as defined above). Let L(S) denote the product of the splice labels on S and let 

n ( S )  denote the number of Jordan curves or loops in S. Then the state S contributes to 

the Kauffman bracket a term: 

The Kauffman bracket is the sum of these terms over al1 states S of K, i.e. 

( K )  = C (K : S) . 

It is easy to adapt this algorithm to compute the Kaiiffman bracket of a h o t  diagram 

K from any one of its bipartite graphs. Suppose S is a 1-loop state of K and G is its 

bipartite graph. R e c d  that we can generate any other state S' of K by changing some set 

S of splices of S. It is possible to deduce hom graph G, without drawing any state diagrarns, 

how many loops S' has. Let Sc = {il,. . . , ic) be a set of k vertices of G corresponding 

to the splices we wish to change in S. Let G' be the subgraph of G comprised of these 

vertices (and their edges and labels). If all of the splices in S are independent (i.e. if Gr 

consists of k disconnected vertices) we know from Lemma 1.1 that S' will have k + 1 loops. 

Suppose, however, that some pair of vertices i and j in G' are joined by an edge. Then in 

S there is a pair of dependent splices i and j to which we can apply f i .  We now have a 

smaller set of splices to change (Le. S\{i, j ) )  on a new 1-loop diagram R? (s)) . Rather 

than draw this diagram we can keep track of the dependencies of the splices in S\{i, j )  
. . 

by applying R:-' to G' (without worrying about labels) and then disgarding vertices i and 
. . 

j (henceforth E2 (or Bq) will denote R:3 applied to a graph with its labels removed and 

with vertices i and j disgarded afterwards - see Figure 2.2). 



5 6 7 8 9 

Figure 2.2: Dependencies createc d by chaaging splices 1 
and 7 in the 1-loop diagram in Figure 1.5. 

If the vertices in S\{i, j )  (which correspond to the splices we still have to change to 

get SI) are disconnected in (G') then, by Lemma 1.1, S' has IS\{i, j) 1 + 1 = k - 2 + 1 

loops. If not, then Rq' (G') has some pair of vertices to which we can apply % again. We 

repeat this procedure until the rernaining vertices in G' are disconnected. In applying % 
to G' over and over we are keeping track of what would happen to splice dependencies as 

we passed through a succession of 1-loop diagrams until the rernaining unchanged splices 

are rnutually independent. The number of vertices that are left in Gr after we remove all 

of the edges of G' by repeated applications of R4 is caUed the r a d  of G' and is denoted 

R(Gf ) .  Since R(Gr) + 1 is the number of loops in Sr, R(G') is independent of the order in 

which we remove the vertices of G. 

Let L(G) denote the product of labels on G (recall G is the bipartite graph of S; 

hence L(G) = L(S)). The labels of S' are the same as those on S except that the labels 

on splices in set S have been inverted. But the set S corresponds exactly to the vertex set 

of G'. Hence L ( S t )  = L(G')-' L(G\Gf) and we have, horn the above, 

Hence if we start with a bipartite graph G of a h o t  K then we can calculate each term 

in (K) simply by choosing a subgraph G' c G induced by a set of vertices and computing 

(1). In other words we have 



Theorem 2.1. Let G be a bipartite graph derived fiom a h o t  K .  Then the Kauffman 

bracket of K is given by 

where the sum is over ail induced subgraphs G' of  G .  (An induced subgraph Gr of G is 

constructed as follows: pi& a subset V' of vertices of G and let G' be the graph consisting 

o d y  of those vertices and those edges of G that comect vertices in VI.) We will sometimes 

denote the sum in (2) as ( G ) .  



CHAPTER 3 

The Complexity of the Jones Polynomial 

Computing the Jones Polynomial of a link is di£Ecult in general: Jaeger, Vertigan 

and Welsh have shown that the Jones Polynomial is #P hard. Roughly, this means that 

if a polynomial time aigorithm for the Jones Polynomial exists for aU links, then many 

problems considered computationally intractable by cornputer scientists would have fast 

solutions: in particular, this would have the implausible implication that P = NP. 

In [OW] Oxley and Welsh have shown that the Jones Polynomial can be calculated 

in polynomial time on series parallel h o t  diagrams (detined below) that corne from alter- 

nating knots. In what follows we present a way of decomposing the bracket of a bipartite 

graph that appears to have no analogue on the b o t s  themselves. In other words, it is 

not clear how one would define this decomposition directly from the recursion relations 

that characterize the Jones Polynornial or the Kauffman bracket. The decomposition gives 

a new method for assessing the complexity of the Jones Polynomial that we believe will 

apply to a variety of graphical structures. We show how the decomposition works by giving 

a polynomial time algorithm for the Jones Polynomial that works in 0 ( n 4 )  on all series 

parallel knots. We will prove 

Theorem 3.1. Let D be an n-crossing diagram of a h o t  K. If D is series-pardlel, then 

the Jones Polynomial of K may be computed from D in 0 ( n 4 )  steps. 

Computational Identities 

We start with some computational Lemmas: some are needed for our algorithm on 

series parallel knots; others we present as we believe they rnay prove usefui in the study of 

the complexity of the Jones Polynomial on knots in generai. 



Lemma 3.1. If G and H are disjoint graphs then (G U H )  = (G) ( H )  . 

Proof. Every subgraph of G u H has the forrn G' u H' where Gt C G and H' c H are 

disjoint. Clearly R(G' U H') = R(Ht )  + R(Gt).  Hence 

Lemma 3.2. The bradret ofa set of vertices with no edges between them is ( - A ~ ) ' ( - A - ~ ) ~  

where i is the number of vertices with label A-' and j is the number of vertices with label 

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that (by a simple calculation) the 

bracket of a single vertex with label A (respectively A-') is - A - ~  (respectively - A ~ ) .  

Lemma 3.3. For any vertex i E V(G) define (G)' = C (G : G'). Then (G)i = 
C ' C G :  

i E V ( C r )  

(G)  - L (i) (G\i) . 

Proof. 
(G)  = C (G : G') + C (G : G') 

from which the Lemma follows. 



Lemrna 3.4. Given a graph G and any pair of vertices i  and j joined by an edge then 

(Here Gij  is defined as the graph G after the vertices i and j  have been removed by a 

single application of the rule R4 .) 

For subgraph G' C G  if i E V(G') and j E V(Gt)  then, since i  and j are joined by an 

edge, we can, in calculating (G : G r ) ,  £kt remove vertices i and j by a single application 

of rule &, leaving graph G". Furthermore R(G') = R(G") and L(Gt) = L(GU)L( i )L( j ) .  

Hence 

(G) = C (G : G') + C (G : G') + C (G : G') 

Here, in the final term we used the substitutions given above. Hence 

(G)  = L(i)(G\i) + L(j)(G\j), + t ( i ) - ' L ( ~ ) - ' ( G , )  . 

Lemma 3.5. Given a graph G with vertex i such that N ( i )  = { j )  (i.e. i  is attached to j ,  

and j alone) then 

Hence if L( i )  = L( j )  

(G)  = L(i)  (G\i} - ~ ( i ) *  (G\& j} 



and if L( i )  # L ( j )  

(G) = L(i)(G\i) - ~ ( i ) - ~  (G\& j )  - 

Proof. If we remove vertex j hom G then i becomes disconnected. Hence for any Gt C 

G\j such that i E V ( G t )  we have 

Since i and j are attached by a single edge, removing i and j by rule R4 does not change 

the edge sets of the remaining vertices of G (or of any subgraph Gt of G )  hence 

Therefore from Lemma 3.4, using substitutions (1) and ( 2 ) ,  we have 

(G) = L( i )  (G\i) + ~ ( j ) ~ ( i ) - ' d ( ~ \ i ,  j }  + ~ ( i ) - % ( j ) - '  (G\ i , j )  

which estabiishes the Lemma. 



Corollary. I f  L(i)  = L ( j )  = A then 

(G)  = A(G\i) - A ~ ( G \ ~ ,  j )  . 

(G)  = A-' (G\i) - A-* ( ~ \ i ,  j )  . 

(G)  = A(G\I) - A - ~ ( G \ ~ ,  j )  . 

If L ( i )  = A-', L ( j )  = A 

(G)  = A - ' ( ~ \ j )  - A ~ ( G \ ~ ,  j )  . 

Lemma 3.6. Given a graph G and vertices i, j with identical labels and neighbourhood 

sets (i.e. N ( i )  = N ( j ) )  then 

(G)  = (L( i )  - ~ ( j ) - 3 ) ( G \ i )  + L ( z ) - ~ ( G \ ~ ?  j )  . 

Proof. Choose Gr c G  such that i E V(G1)  and j E V(Gt ) .  If i  is disconnected from 

the rest of the vertices of G' then so is j (since N ( j )  = N ( i ) ) .  If i is connected to some 

vertex! say k E V ( G t ) ,  then removing i and k by a single application of r d e  leaves j 

disconnected. In either case, if w e  simply remove j hom G' to form a new graph G" we 

have 

(the plus 1 here results as G' will have one more disconnected vertex, i.e. j, than G" after 
- 
Rq is applied to remove all edges kom the graphs). 



Also, clearly L(G')-' = L(Gf')-'L(j)-' and L(G\Gf) = L((G\~)\G"). Hence 

= ) (  + ( j )  L(Gf)L((G\j)\Gf)d ~ ( c ' )  

Hence, using Lemma 3.3 

(G)  = L(i)  (G\i) - ~ ( j ) - ~  ((G\ j )  - L(i)  (G\i, j ) )  . 

As G\i and G\j are identical and L(i) = L ( j )  we have 

(G)  = ( ~ ( i )  - ~ ( i ) - ~ )  (G\i) + ~ ( i )  -2 (G\i, j )  . 

Corollary. If L(i) = L ( j )  = A 

(G)  = ( A  - A - ~ ) ( G \ ~ )  + A - * ( ~ \ i ,  j )  . 

I f  L ( i )  = L ( j )  = A-' 

(G)  = (A-' - A ~ ) ( G \ ~ )  + A* (G\& j )  . 

Lernma 3.7. Given paph G ,  and vertices i ,  j in G with opposite labels and suc6 that 



Proof. F'rom (3) above (in Lemma 3.6) we have 

(G) = L(i) (G\i} - ~ ( j )  -3 (G\ j), . 

Hence, using Lemma 3.3 

Suppose Gr c G\i and G" c G\ j are identical except that Gr contains j and Gu contains 

i. Then because N ( i )  = N(j )  we have R(Gt) = R(Grf). Also, since L(i) = ~ ( j ) - '  we have 

Substituting this into (4) and using L(i) = L(j)-' gives the Lemma. 

A Decomposition of the Bracket on Bipartite Graphs 

Given a bipartite graph G and subgraph Gr C G, let R(Gr) denote the graph that 

remains after some sequence R of applications of R4 to Gr. Suppose R removes all edges 

from Gf. If we apply the same sequence R to Gr U i, where i is any new vertex with edges 

into Gr, we have two cases: 

(i) In R(Gf u i) , i has an edge to some vertex, Say j E V(7Z(Gt)). In this case a single 

application of R to i and j will remove aIl edges from the graph (since aU edges in 

R(Gr u i) originate from i) . But, in eliminating i, we have also removed j, which was 

in R(Gf ). Hence, after Rd, R(G' u i) has no edges and one fewer vertex than R(Gr). 



And, since the number of vertices left in a graph after edge removal does not depend 

on the sequence of moves, we have 

and hence 

(ii) i has no edges in R(G' u i). In this case R(G' U i) = R(Gr) u i and, since all edges 

have been removed from Gf u i, R(Gf U i) = R(Gf) + I and hence 

Let Gi(-) denote the collection of all subgraphs G' of G where i has at  least one edge 

left in R(G1 U i): and let (Gi(-)) denote the contribution of such subgraphs to (G), 

1.e.: 

(Ci(-)) = C (G : G') 
C'CC 

R(Gfut)=R(G') -1  

(The subscript i here indicates that the sum depends on the vertex i and its edge set 

in G U i.) Let Gi(+) denote the collection of subgraphs of G where i has no edge in 

R(G' u i) and let 

Clearly (G)  = (Gi (+) ) + (Gi (-) ) so that if we have kept track of (G(+)  ) in calculating 

(G) we also know (G(-)) . 



Given any Gr' c G ü i ,  if i 6 V(G" ) then G" c G and (G u i : Gf') = (G : Gu) L(i )  

( 3 ) .  If i  E V(Gt f )  then G" = G' u i for some G' C G. Hence by (1), (2), (3), we have 

( G u i ) =  ( G u i : G m ) +  ( G u i : G f f )  
C " C G U ~  Cf' CGLI*  
i E V ( G f l )  i ~ v ( C " )  

= L ( i )  ( G : G U ) +  ( G u i : G f u i )  
GUCG C' CG 

= L(i)  ( G : G U ) + d - ' ~ ( i ) - '  ( G : G t ) + d ~ ( i ) - '  ( G : G r )  by 1 and2 
G"CG C'CC C'CG 

G r E C i ( - 1  C ' E G ~ ( - )  

= L(i)  (G)  + d - ' ~ ( i ) - '  ( G ( - ) )  + d ~ ( i ) - l  (G(+) )  

= L(i )  (G) + d-IL@)-' ( ( G )  - ( G ( + ) ) )  + d ~ ( i ) - '  (G(+)) 

Hence if, in calculating (G), we have kept track of (Gi (+) )  or (Gi(-)) we can calculate 

( G U  i )  in one computational step. We will show how a version of this decomposition dows  

us to compute the Jones Polynomial in poIynomia1 time on series parailel b o t  diagrams. 

Checkerboard Graphs and Series Parallel Knots 

A Link diagram can always be two coloured: as Kauffman [KI points out, this follows 

from the fact that every link has a splitting that gives a l-loop diagram (see Figure 3.1). 

Figure 3.1: Split the diagram to obtain a l-loop diagram. 
Shade the inside black. Then reconstruct the original dia- 
gr-- 



The "checkerboard graph" , r ( K ) .  of a link diagram is defined as follows: shade the 

diagram as indicated above, with the outer region white. Place a vertex h i d e  each black 

region and connect any vertices kom regions which share a crossing ((sec Figure 3.2) 

Figure 5.3: The checkerboard graph of a bot .  

We can encode the crossing types of the ünk diagram by iabelling the checkerboard 

graph as indicated in Figure 3.3- 

Figure 3.3: Labels on the chedrerboard graph indicate 
how to reconstruct the original knot crossing. 

A checkerboard graph is "series paraliel" if it can be constructed £iom a single edge 

by bisecting edges or doubling edga (see Figure 3.4) 

Figure 3.4: The checkerboard graph of the trefoil is series 
parailel. 

We will call a link diagram series paraiiel if its dieckererboard graph is series parallel. 



Figure 3.5 shows how we can construct a state diagram from a labelled checkerboard 

graph by replicing each knot crossing either longitudindy or lateraliy along the edges of 

the graph. Hence for any labelled checkerboard graph N we can construct a bipartite 

graph G by choosing a resplicing on H that gives a 1-loop diagram (this turns out [KI to 

be equivalent to choosing a spanning tree of H - hence the number of distinct bipartite 

graphs associated to H is bounded by the number of spanning trees of H ) .  

Z E E Z  

A knot crossing split laterally 
along the cdge of the 
checkehard graph. 

A knot crossing split Iongitudinaily 
dong the cdge of the 
checkerboard p p h .  

Figure 3.5 

In what follows we will prove that series parallel knot diagrams are exactly those 

diagrams whose bipartite graphs can be built in a very simple way. We call a bipartite 

graph SP if it can be built from a single vertex, where, a t  each step of the construction, 

we either add a vertex i (any label) with a single edge (Le. such that N ( i )  = { j )  for some 

j = V(G), where G is the bipartite graph constructed before we added i), or we add a 

vertex i (any label) with neighbourhood identical to some vertex already in the graph (Le. 

such that N(i) = N ( j )  for some j E V ( G ) ) .  Note: A simple induction argument s d c e s  

to show that any series parallel diagram can be built even with the following constraint 

on edge doubling: when we double an edge m, no edges occur between m and the new 

edge. Henceforth we will assume this constraint when we speak of building series parallel 

graphs. 



Lemma 3.8. If the checkerboard graph of a iink diagram is series paralle1 then at h t  

one o f  the bipartite graphs associated to the Iink diagram is S P .  

Proof. Assume the hypothesis holds for all series parallel graphs built by k edge doublings 

and bisections. Suppose checkerboard graph Hf is built Fom some such checkerboard graph 

H by doubling an edge m. By the induction hypothesis there exists a graph G associated 

with H that is SP. Let S be the 1-loop state diagram associated to H from which G is 

derived and S' be a 1-loop diagram associated to Hf in which all the edges in Hf, except 

for the new edge n, have been respliced as in S. Suppose edge m has been spiiced laterally 

in S, where we assume the splice is also labelled m (see Figure 3.6). 
0 .  

S 

m spliced Iaterally n spliced laterally 

Figure 3.6 

Since S' is a 1-loop diagram which is identical to S outside the region shown in Figure 

3.6, n must be spliced laterally. Splices m and n therefore have identical dependencies 

(since there are no splice endpoints in regions 1 and II) and G', the bipartite graph derived 

from S' differs from G only in the addition of a vertex n with N(n)  = N ( m ) .  Since G 

is SP, so is G'. A similar argument holds if m is spliced longitudinally: n must still be 

spliced laterally to maintain a 1-loop diagram, implying N(n) = {m}. 

Now suppose we bisect edge m where m is spliced Iongitudindy in S (see Figure 3.7). 

Figure 3.7 



In Sr,  n must also be spliced longitudinally, so that m and n have identical dependencies 

in Gr (since there are no splice end points in regions 1 and II). Hence G', (as it can be built 

from G by adding n such that N(n)  = N ( m ) )  is SP. (A similar argument holds if m is 

spliced laterally, except now N ( n )  = {m)). 

The k = 1 step of the induction argument is trivial since the bipartite graph associated 

to a single edged checkerboard graph consists of a single vertex: doubiing the checkerboard 

edge gives a bipartite graph with two vertices joined by a single edge; bisecting the edge 

gives a graph with two disconnected vertices. O 

Lemma 3.9. If a bipartite graph G is SP then all of the bipartite graphs generated fkom G 

by applications of R4 are SP. (Hence if one bipartite graph associated to a checkerboard 

graph is SP, then all are, since R4 generates, from a single bipartite graph, aiï other 

bipartite graphs associated to a link diagram). 

Proof. Suppose the hypothesis holds for al1 SP bipartite graphs with at most k vertices. 

Now consider an SP bipartite graph G' with k + 1 vertices. 

Suppose Gt is built from some SP graph G by adding a vertex j such that N ( j )  = N ( i )  

for some i E V(G) . Suppose also we apply Rq to G' to give Gu. We have three possibilities: 

Case 1: R4 is applied to vertices k and t (where both k and l are different from i and j). 

Then, after R4, i and j still have identical neighbourhood sets in Gr'. Further Gft\j can 

be derived from G by applying R4 to k and t in G. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, 

G"\j is SP and (since Gu can be built Bom G"\j by adding j wbere N ( j )  = N ( i )  for 

i E V(Gfr\j))  G" is S P .  

Case 2: R4 is applied to i and some k E V ( G ) .  In the resulting graph G", j will have a 

single edge Ieft (it will have lost all of its other edges since N ( i )  = N ( j ) ) .  But G"\j can 

be built from G by an application of Rq to i and k. Hence Gft\j is SP and hence so is G" 

(since G" can be built from Gr'\j by adding a vertex with a single edge). 



Case 3: R.4 is applied to  j and some k E G ( V ) .  Since N ( j )  = N(i)  the argument of Case 

2 (with i and j interchanged) applies. 

Now suppose G' is buüt from G by adding vertex j such that N ( j )  = { i )  for some 

i E V ( G ) .  

Case 1:  R4 is applied to i  and j .  Then the resulting graph G" has exactly the same 

structure as G' (since j has only one edge) and so G" is SP. 

Case 2: R4 is applied to i a n d  some k f V ( G ) .  Then, in G", i  and j have identical edge 

sets. Further G"\j can be built from G by applying & to i  and k. By the induction 

hypothesis Gt'\ j is SP and hence so is G" (since N ( i )  = N ( j ) ) .  

Case 3: R4 is applied to vertices k and e where neither is the same as i or j .  In G" j 

still has a single edge to i. F'urther Gt'\j can by derived from G by R4 applied to k and e. 
Hence Gf'\,j is SP and so is Gr' (by addition of j  with N( j )  = { i ) ) .  

In all of the above cases, if G' is SP, then so is &(Gt) = G" . But then G" must be 

built from some k vertex SP graph and we can repeat the argument. 

The k = 1 step of the induction argument is vacuously true since & cannot be applied 

to a single vertex. O 

We call the single vertex from which any SP graph is built the "seed" vertex. 

Lemma 3.10. If we remove a vertex fi-om an SP-bipartite graph G,  then G  is stiil SP.  

Proof. Suppose the Lemma holds for al1 bipartite graphs with at most k vertices. Any 

SP bipartite graph G' with k + 1 vertices must be built fiom some SP graph G with k 

vertices. We have two cases 

Case 1: We add vertex j to G  such that N ( j )  = i  for i E V(G). Suppose we remove 

vertex i from G'. Then, in Gt\i, j is detached. But Gf\i = G\i U { j )  and G\i is, by the 

induction hypothesis, SP. Hence to build Gt\i we need merely add a single disconnected 

vertex j to the seed vertex in the first move and then build G\i from the seed. Hence Gt\i 

is SP. 



Now suppose we remove some vertex k from G' such that k is different £rom i or j. 

The graph G\k is, by hypothesis, SP. To build Gt\k we need merely add j with edge to i 

on the final move. Hence G1\k is SP. Finally Gt\j is obviously SP since it is simply the 

graph G. 

Case 2: We add vertex j with N ( j )  = N(i) for i E V ( G ) .  

If we remove either vertex i or j £rom G' we simply have graph G (except possibly 

with a different label on one vertex) hence Gt\i and Gt\j are SP. If we remove k (dinerent 

from i or j) we have G\k is SP by hypothesis. To build Gt\k we need merely add j with 

N ( j )  = N ( j )  on the h a 1  move. Hence G'\k is SP. 0 

Lemma 3.11. If one of the bipartite graphs associated to a checkerboard graph is SP 

then the checkerboard graph is series parallel. 

Suppose the Lemma holds for all checkerboard graphs with k or fewer edges. Let H 

be a k i 1 edge checkerboard graph with an associated SP bipartite graph G .  Since G is 

SP there exists a vertex i E V(G) such that either N(i) = { j )  or N(i)  = N ( j )  for some 

j E V(G). Hence in the state diagram fkom which G is derived there is a splice i which 

either depends on j alone or which has the same dependencies as j. Consequently in H 

there is an edge i which can be generated by doubling or bisecting edge j. If we remove i 

from H then the resulting checkerboard graph H' has as one of its bipartite graphs G\i. 

By Lemma 3.10, G\i is S P  and hence, by the induction hypothesis, H' is series pardel. 

But H can be built from H' by doubling or bisecting an edge. Hence H is series parallel. 

cl 

If we combine Lemrna 3.8, 3.9, and 3.11 we have the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.2. The chedrerboard graph of a link diagram is series parallel iff one of the 

bipartite graphs of  the diagram is SP i f f  al1 of the bipartite graphs of  the diagram are SP. 

By Lemma 3.10, it is easy to check whether a bipartite graph G is SP. Simply remove 

a vertex i such that i has a single edge or N( i )  = N ( j )  for some j E V ( G ) .  (If G is SP 
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then some such vertex must have been added on the last move in constructing G). By 

Lemma 3.10 the resulting graph must be SP so we can continue this process until we have 

removed al1 edges. If the process stops before we have removed all edges the graph is not 

SP. 

Row Decompositions of SP Graphs 

We define a row decomposition or reduction of a bipartite graph G as follows: Choose 

anj- set of vertices in either the upper or lower row of G and place those vertices in the top 

row RI of a new graph G'. In the second row (Rz) of G' place all vertices from G with 

edges t O vert ices in Ri, (wit h t hose edges) . In the t hird row place any remaining vert ices 

that have edges into R2. Continue this until all vertices have been placed. (To visualize 

this imagine fixing a set of vertices in G and letting the rest of the graph fa11 under the 

influence of gravity.) In the row decomposition of a bipartite graph each vertex will have 

edges onIy to the row directly above or directly below that vertex. 

Certain row decompositions of SP graphs have a special structure which allows us to 

keep track of G(+)  in polynornial time as we build the graph from the bottom up. 

Given a row decomposition of a graph G, define G ,  as the graph G with al1 vertices 

and edges removed above row n (wbere we have now numbered the rows from the bottom 

UP>- 

Definition 3.1: We cal1 a row decomposition of a graph G simple if it has the following 

property: for any n, the vertices (&) of the nth row of G can be partitioned into disjoint 

sets Rn,. . . , R; for some k such that: 

(1) For al1 a, 1 5 a 5 k, and any vertices i, j E Rn, we have N ( i )  n = N ( j )  f1&+1- 

In othcr words, al1 vertices in Rz have the same neighbourhood in &+I, which we 

denote Rn. 

(2) For a # b, RE s R: or R: S R: or & n R: = 4. 



(3) For a # b the vertices in Rn are not path connected to the vertices in ~ b ,  in G,. In 

other words, for each a, the vertices in Rn constitute the top row of a graph which is 

disjoint fiom the rest of G,. We cal1 the graph below Rz (containing Rn) GE. 

Lemma 3.12. Any SP graph bas a simple row decomposition. 

Proof. Suppose the hypothesis holds for all n vertex SP graphs. Any n + 1 vertex 

graph G must have been derived fkom an n vertex graph G' by adding a vertex v .  By the 

induction hypothesis G' has a simpIe row decomposition R'. We have two cases: 

Case 1: Suppose, in G, N ( v )  = N(y) for some vertex y that occurs in the kth row of 

Gr,  in RE'. Then the row decornposition R of G which is identical to R' except for the 

addition of v in the kth row, is simple. To see this let Rz in G consist of the vertices 
I 

of RE from G' with v added and for all other h, l let R: in G equal R:' in G'. As 

NG(v)  = NG(y) condition 1 cleaxly holds on G. The containment relations of the various 

R: in G are identical to those in G' so condition 2 automaticdy holds for G. Finally, 

since Nc(y) = Nc(v), v cannot be path connected to any vertices in R: in Gk for b # a. 

Hence condition 3 holds. 

Case 2: Suppose, in G, N(v) = y, where y occurs in the kth row of Gr, in Re. Then, in 

R, place v in the k - l t h  row. If there is some set of vertices ~ f - ~  in R' such that, for 

al1 i E ~ f -  , N ( i )  = y, then place v in that set in the partition of Rk-l in R. Otherwise 

create an additional set in the partition consisting of u alone. Conditions 1 and 2 then 

hold automaticaliy and condition 3 holds trivially as there is no subgraph below v. O 

Remark 1: The Lemma suggests a fast way to find a simple row decomposition of an 

SP graph G. First remove al1 vertices one a t  a time, by the process described at the end 

of the last section (to find out how to build G), and then rebuild G where, at each step, 

we do as follows: Suppose we have built G' and we add vertex v. If N(v) = y E Rk, then 

place v in the k - l t h  row and if N(v) = N(y) (y E Rk), then place v in the kth row. 



Lemma 3.13. Let G be a simple bipartite graph and, for lked m, let Rn,, be a set in 

the partition of row n + 1 in G .  Assume G?+, , the graph belaw =+, (containing Rr+i), 

is path comected. Let Rk, 1 5 i 5 k (where k will depend on m), be those sets in the 

partition of the nth row of G which constitute the nth row of GT+,. Then Vi (1 5 i 5 k )  

there exists a j # i (1 5 j 5 k) such that @: R$ d e s s  & = Rn,, (note: the fact 

that the containment is proper follows immediately fiom condition 2 in the definition of a 

simple row decomposi tion, so we will only prove containment). 

Proof. Let 1 5 i 5 k and suppose R: # RZ,. Then RZ~\&~ is non-empty. Now 

suppose R:, is not contained in any & i # p (1 5 p 5 k). Choose a vertex t E fi*, 
and vertex h E R?+~ \R;. Since Gr+l is path connected and since the various Gis  are 

disconnected, there must be a path between l and h that consists of an edge from t! to a 

vertex y in some Ri  # Rk (1 5 j 5 k) and an edge directly h m  y to h. But then i? E R: 

and we have n # +. By assumption, however, fi: Ri .  Further, by the fact that 

h E R?-:,,\R~ and h E R:, R: R:. But this contradicts condition 2 in the definition of 

a simple row decomposition. Cl 

Remark 2: Since k (above) is finite, the Lemma has the corollary that if Gr+, is 

connected there must be some unique Ri such that fin = Rrf l .  

Let t and m be fixed, as in the Lemma above. For any j(1 < j 5 I c )  define 

I ( j )  = {el1 5 k e # j and R: is the srnallest set such that R: c hi) . 

Then clearly = U R: U W, where W is the set of vertices in R; which are not in 
e € l ( j )  

any fin (t E I ( j ) ) .  

The bottom row of Figure 3.8 shows, by way of illustration, a graph that has been 

constructed by adding edges £kom the top rows of several graphs G: (1 5 i 5 5) to a set 

of vertices vj (1 5 j 5 5). Figure 3.8 shows the sets fi: for each Ri (1 5 i 5 5). Clearly, 

I(1) = q5, I(2)  = 4, I(3) = 4 and I(4) = {1,2), as R: c fin and R: C R:. Further, 



as the bottom row of Figure 3.8 shows, I(5) = {3,4} (I(5) does not contain the indices 1 

or 2 as R: rather than R: is the smallest set containing R: and Rn). Notice also that: 

R: = { v ~ , v ~ } ,  R: = {Q), = {q), @ = R: u R: u {us )  and R: = u R:. 

Let k and rn be k e d  as above. We can build G,mi, recursively fiom the graphs G i  

(1 5 j 5 k)  as follows. If I ( j )  = 9 we define  GR^ as the graph G$ with edges Erom the top 

row of G i  to the vertices in R i .  If I ( j )  # 4, fust construct the graphs GÊS, for l E I ( j ) .  

Then join G$ to the graphs GR: by adding edges from the upper row of G$!, to the upper 

row of each of the graphs G*. (By the remark foLlowing the proof of Lemma 3.13, Gn+, 

will be the graph constructed in the ha1 step of this process). 

For instance, in Figure 3.8, GR; is built by adding edges £rom Gh to vl and uz, GR: 

by adding edges from G, to 213, GR: by adding edges fiom G: to u4, GR: by adding edges 

fiorn Gn to GR:, G% and vs, and GR; by adding edges £rom G: to G*, and GR:. 



Figure 3.8: We have represented Rk, the top row of each 

GL, with a single vertex: this stands for a set of vertices al1 
with the same neighbourhood in 

We cal1 any GR:, that is built by attaching Gh to a set of disconnected vertices (i-e. 

such that I ( i )  = 4)  of a leaf of GP,,. 

The Algorit hm 

In what follows we will assume the notation of the last section with k and m fixed. 

Recall, in particular, that Gr,, is a connected component of G and that R i ,  1 5 i 5 k 



(where k will depend on rn) are those sets in the partition of the nth row of G which 

constitute the nth row of Gn+l. We will begin by showing how to construct the bracket 

of (22-, (when Gn+, is connected) from the bracket of the subgraphs GR; (1 5 j 5 k). 

When we write G(+) ,  for any graph, we WU mean the collection of (induced) sub- 

graphs G' of G for which the following holds: if we add a vertex y with edges to the top 

row of G': then y will no longer have any edges to vertices in Gr once we have removed all 

edges of Gr by R4 moves within Gr. Let ui denote a disconnected vertex and a subgraph 

of vi (Le. = vi or = 4) .  Then ~ ( t )  = {4) and vi(-) = {wi) so that (ui(+)) = L(vi)  

and ( v i ( - ) )  = L(ci)-'d. 

As in the previous section let 1 5 j <: k and suppose G i  has edges from its top 

row to { R n ) , ,  i, E I ( j )  (1 5 a 5 tu), and also, possibly. edges to a set of vertices viy 

1 5 i 5 z. (Here w and z will depend on j). We will prove that if we know (G;) and 

(GA(+)) as well as ( G P ~ )  and  fi$(+)) then we cao calculate (GR;) and C GR^(+)) in 

one computational step (we will discuss the complexity of this step later). It will be clear 

from the algorithm that the result also holds when Gf, is a leaf (i.e. I ( j )  = 4, so that we 

are simply adding edges between the top row of GA and some disconnected vertices vi) 

and we know (Gi) and (Gi(+)). 

In calculating the ter- of (GR%) we have two cases 

Case 1:  Suppose we choose any subgraph Gr of G& such that Gr n G; = Gu c Gi(+). 

Let G' n GR? = and Gr n vi = V,  (where VI = vi or V. = 4) .  When we remove all of 

the edges for Gr' by some sequence R of applications of z4 within G;, the subgraphs Y., 

and are not affected. Further, because Gu c G;(+),  the remaining upper row vertices 

in G" have no edges outside of Gu. Hence the part of Gr that remains after R is simply 

the disjoint union of the Yios and the V;-S. In other words 



If we sum over all G1' c GA(+), V,, c G&? and all c vi we get a contribution to 

(GR;) of 

cl = (G~,(+))(GR>).--  ( G @ ~ ) ( V ~ ) . . . ( V ~ )  . 

Because removing the edges in G" disconnects the rest of G' (since G" c G$(+))  and 

because R; is the disjoint union of the k k s  and the vis, then Cl E GR; (+) ifF any vertex 

added with edges to R; wodd lose al1 edges after edge rernoval in G', iff Y,, c GR: (+) W, 

and V,  = vi(+) = 4, Vui. Hence, if we sum over all G' that satisS. the above conditions, 

we have a total contribution to (GR;(+)) of 

Case 2: Suppose now G' n G; = G" c G; (-) and let Y,, and V,  be as in Case 1. Let 

S+l = V(Gt) n R: and Sn = V(G1) n R i .  By the definition of R:, aU of the vertices of 

Sn have edges to al1 of the vertices of Sn+l. Suppose now we remove the vertices of G" by 

some sequence 'R of R4 rnoves in Gu. By definition of G$(-) > G", any vertex exterior 

to G" that has edges to the top row of GI1 wiIl retain its vertices to some subset Sn of Sn 

after R. But this is true of all vertices in Sn+l. Hence, after R, all of the vertices in Sn 

will have edges to all of the vertices in Snil. Now remove all of the edges in each of the 

Yias, leaving some subset Ski, (possibly empty) of vertices of that still have edges 

to Sn. (Because the vertices in Sn have identical neighbourhoods in Sntl they will still 

have identical neighbourhoods in SL,,). Cal1 the sequence of moves that removed all 

edges in G', except those fiom Sn,, to Sn (and possibly some edges fiom the vis to Sk), 

RI. 

Now consider G1\G" as a subgraph of GR;\G;. If either 3 an a such that Ka(= 

(Gt\G") n ~fi:) is contained in GR$(-)  or 3 an i such that V, = vi(-), then G1\G" c 

G G -  If, however, Ka c GR$(+) V a  and = v i (+ )  V i  then G1\G" c 

(G R j , \ ~ j , )  (+) (and vice-versa). Note also that since G R ~ \ G ~ ,  is the union of the disjoint 



G R ~ S  and vis we have (GR;\G~,) = (GR$) - - ( ~ f i i w )  (vl). - - (v,) and ((GR;\G~,(+)) = 

(GR:: (+)) - (GR? (+)) (vl (+)) - (v, (+)) . (We will use this later.) 

We now have two cases 

Case a: G'\Gff c (GR$\G;)(-). Ln this case, after applying R', either Sn,l # 4 or 

V,  f 6 for some i. Hence some vertex e  E Sn has an edge to some vertex h in ail. If we 

remove this edge by an application of R4 to e  and h, then we remove all remaining edges 

from G' (since all other vertices in Sk have the same neighbourhood set in as e ) .  In 

this rnove we have eliminated two vertices from the set of vertices that would have remained 

had we applied sequence 7Zf to the two disconnected graphs G' n GR;\G;(= G'\GJ') and 

G' n Gj!, = G" c Gi(-). Hence if we sum over ail terms hilfilling the above conditions we 

get a contribution to (GA:) of 

(where (Gi,(-)) = (Gi) - (Gj , (+))) .  Now suppose we had added a single vertex y to GR; 

with edges to the vertices in Then- in G', N(y) = S,;l = N ( l )  (where S,+l and 4! 

are as above). When we remove edges in G" = G' n G i ,  the vertices of SA 3 l maintain 

al1 of their edges to Sn-, as does y. Hence when we remove edges from the Yios, y and l 

maintain identical neighbourhoods at each step, so that, in Rt(G'), h E N(y) (where h is 

as above) and N(! )  = N(y). Hence, when we remove t and h by an application of Rq, we 

disconnect y. Therefore any G' that satisfies the conditions above is in GR;(+), so that 

Case b: G'\Gf' c (GR;\G~,)(+). As we noted above, this is equivalent to Sn+, = 4 

and ul = 4 Vi. In this case, after applying 72' to G' there are no edges left in G and the 

remaining disconnected vertices in Rf(G') are exactly those that would have remained had 



we applied 72' to the disjoint graphs G'\G" and Gu. If we sum over all Gr satisfying the 

above conditions we get 

C3 = (G~,(-))((G&\G~)(+)) 

Note that, after applying R' to Gr y would be disconnected (since S;,, = 6 and = Q 

Yi) so that 

C3(+) = C3 . 

As case 1 and 2 exhaust all the possibilities we have 

and 

(GR;(+)) = CI(+) + c,(+) + G(+) . 

Note: E,ventually: for some j (1 5 j $ k), where k depends on m, the graph GR; that we 

have constructed will be equal to Gr,, and we will have calculated (G,mii) and (Gr+l (t)) 

starting from the brackets ((G:) and (Gk(+)) (1 < i 5 k)) of the graphs below G:+,. 

Notice that in calculating (GR;) and (GR:(+)) from (G:), ( G )  (G&>) and 

(GR$ (+)) (i, E I ( j ) ) ,  we are simply summing and multiplying the contributions of various 

subgraphs of G to (G) . In [KI Kaufban  shows that the sum and product of any such terms 

for a reduced alternating knot of k crossings has a span of a t  most 4k. A simple modification 

of Kauffman's argument gives a span of 6k for a general knot diagram. Multiplying and 

collecting like terms in two polynomials, each having at most 6k terms, takes 0(k2)  steps. 

In a graph G with k vertices, the resulting polynomial always has a t  most 6k terms, and 

since, in our algorithm, we have to multiply strings of a t  most k polynomials (possibly 

summing or subtracting several times) the computational step given above takes 0(k3)  

steps. Hence if Gr+:,, is connected we can calculate (Gz+:,l) and (G:+:,, (+)) from the 

brackets of t,he graphs below G>l in a sequence of steps each of complexity 0(k3). 



Let G be a graph with k vertices, let {Ri) 1 5 j 5 h be the nth row partition of G 

and suppose we have calculated the brackets of the connected components of each Gi. To 

calculate (GX) and (Gj, (+)) we merely have to multiply the correspondhg brackets of the 

components (as these components are disjoint) by Lemma 3.1 of Chapter 3. But to do this 

for al1 of the Gfns takes at most 1% 1 steps, where l& 1 is the nurnber of vertices in row 

n (and the complexity of this step, because we are multiplying and adding contributions 

to (G) is 0 (k3 ) ) .  Recall also that calculating the brackets of the connected components 

of G,,i, given (G;) and (G;(+))  (1 5 j 5 h), involves adding, a t  each step, one of the 

G i  to what has already been built (ie., each time we build a GR; we are simply adding 

G i  to what has been built): but this can take at most h steps for ail of Gnii where 

h 5 IR, 1. Hence, once we have calculated the brackets of the connected components of G, 

it takes at most 21% 1 steps of complexity 0(k3) to calculate the brackets of the comected 

components of Gn;l, giving a total of 2k steps of 0(k3) for (G). Hence given a reduced 

graph our algorithm for computing the bracket of the graph has complexity 0(k4). It is 

easy to check that each of the steps involved in deriving a reduced graph from a series 

parallel knot diagram is weil under 0(k4)  (see Appendix A for an example of the complete 

calculation). Hence we have established Theorem 3.1 as stated at  the beginnùig of the 

chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 

Mutations 

Not ail bipartite graphs correspond to knots or links: in some cases it is not possible 

to draw a state diagram based on a graph without having splices pass through each other. 

Given a bipartite graph from which one can derive a knot it is sometimes possible 

to draw a variety of state diagrams consistent with the graph. Hence it is natural to ask 

whet her we can derive topologically different bots  from the same bipartite graph and, if 

so, whether there is any simple relationship between knots that corne from the same graph. 

Given a h o t  in three dimensional space we define a (2,2) tangle as a portion of the 

knot that can be enclosed in a ball such that the h o t  intersects the bail at  exactly four 

places (See Figure 4.1). If we cut the strands at the boundary of the ball enclosing a (2,2) 

tangle, t hen rotate the bal1 180" around one of the two axes shown in Figure 4.1 (or around 

a t hird axis corning out of the b d )  then rejoin the strands, the resulting move is called a 

mutation. 

Figure 4.1: A mutation on the (2,2)-tangle may either 
take points a to b and c to d, a to C! and b to d or a to d 
and c to b. 

In order to visualize what a (2,Z)-tangle looks Like on a 1-loop state diagram it is 

helpful to imagine the state diagram embedded on a sphere, with the loop as the equator, 



the exterior splices in the upper hemisphere and the interior splices in the lower hemisphere 

(see Figure 4.2). 

A bal1 in 3-space enclosing a (2,2)-tangle will correspond to a disc or tube on the sphere. 

(See Figure 4.3) 

Two discs 
a 

A tube 

b 

Figure 4.3 

Two splices i and j on a knot diagram are connected if there is a sequence of splices 

beginning with i and ending with j such that each splice in the sequence is dependent on 

the splice that precedes it. As r o  splices may pass through the boundary of a disc or tube, 
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a tube enclosing a (2,2)-tangle, as in Figure 4.3b, can only occur on a state diagram in 

which the splices occur in disconnected components (i.e. splices inside the tube in Figure 

4.3b could not be connected to  any splices in regions A or B). Figure 4.3a shows that this 

is not the case with discs: a splice in the disc on the Ieft is connected to a splice outside 

the disc. 

The chief theorem of this chapter, Theorem 4.1, will b s t  be proved for comected 

graphs (which corne from connected state diagrams). The result then follows easily for 

disconnected graphs. Hence in what follows it will be sufEcient to represent a Ztangle by 

a disc which intersects the loop a t  exactly four places and which does not pass through any 

splices. We call the disjoint arcs of the loop inside the disc segments. A splice is parallel 

to a disc if its end points are located on distinct segments of the loop (see Figure 4.4), 

and antiparallel if its endpoints are located on the same segment. A mutation of a state 

diagram wiIl consist of a rotation of a disc that realigns the points a, 6 ,  c and d in one of 

the three ways indicated in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.4: Splice j is parallel to disc D. Splices i and k 
are antiparallel to D. 

Given a 1-Ioop state diagram with splices numbered 1 to n we can mi te  a string 

corresponding to the order in which we encounter the splice endpoints as we move clockwise 

or counterclockwise around the 1-loop diagram (each number from 1 to n would ocrur twice 

in the string). We call such a string the Gauss code of the one loop diagram (by analogy 

with the Gauss code of a h o t ,  which encodes the order in which one meets crossings as 

one moves along the knot). Remark: Clearly two state diagrams with the same Gauss code 

and spiice labels represent topologically equivalent knots, as the diagrams can be aligned 



identically by a rotation and by performing the trivial mutation of pushing external splices 

that go around one end of the loop around the other. In what follows, we will consider 

two state diagrams with the same Gauss code (and the same labels on their splices) to be 

the same. 

In analyzing the effect of mutations on the Gauss code of a state diagram it might 

appear that we need to look a t  two Ends of mutation, depending on whether the splices 

running parallel to the disc are interior or exterior to the loop. Suppose, however, disc D 

encloses some parailel exterior splice j on a state diagram S as a Figure 4.5. Then given 

any mutation which changes the circular order of splices in D relative to the rest of S, 

we can effect the same change by performing a mutation on disc Dr (here we have pushed 

splice j down over the loop but this does not effect the topology of the h o t ) .  This is the 

case because any rotation of disc D in Figure 4.5(a) stemming £rom mutation is equivalent 

to a rotation of the plane outside disc D' in Figure 4.5(b), which, in turn, is equivalent to 

some rotation of disc D' itseit Further, if we treat the exterior region as having a point at 

infinity then, by symmetry, any argument concerning mutations involving a set of interior 

and exterior splices will stili hold if we make the exterior splices interior and vice versa. 

Hence in what follows we will only consider mutations involving discs of type Dr. 

Figure 4.5 

In what follows we will prove: 



Theorem 4.1. The same bipartitegraph G can be derived fiom distinct state diagruns S 

and S' i f f  there is some sequence of mutations by which we can change S into Sr. As there 

is a 1 - 1 correspondence between h o t  diagrams and state diagrams this (together with 

the Remark above) implies that the same bipartite graph G can be derived fiom distinct 

knot diagrams K and Kt iff there is some set of mutations which change K into K t .  

We start with some necessary definitions and Lemmas. We call an ordered set of 

distinct splices 1 , .  . . , n occuring on a state diagram such that i and i + 1 are dependent 

( l s i < n -  1) an n-chazn. Splice 1 is called the initial splice of the chain and splice n is 

the terminal splice. 

We denote the arc that lies between the endpoints of two splices i and j rnoving 

from one endpoint to the other in a counterclockwise direction A(i ,  j) (this notation is 

ambiguous when the splices are dependent but we will not use it in this case). 

Given two independent splices i, j on a state diagram S we Say a chah C covers arc 

A(i ,  j )  if the initial splice of C brackets one splice, the terminal splice brackets the other 

and the endpoints of ail other splices in C are located on the arc. We Say there is chab 

between i and j if either A(i, j) or A(j, i) is covered. We Say a chah  C excludes a splice i 

if none of the splices in C are dependent on i, otherwise we Say the chain passes over i. 

Three splices i, j, k which occur in the order ijkkji on a state diagram are in parallel 

while splices with order iijjkk are in series (in both cases other spiices of the state diagram 

rnay be interspersed between i, j and k). If i7 j and k occur on a diagram S with splice j 

in parallel between i and k,  we write Ps(i, j, k). (As the Gauss code of S is determined by 

the circular order of the splices, we need only indicate which splice occurs in the middle; 

hence we could also write Ps(k, j, i)). 

Lemrna 4 .2 .  Let S be a state diagram derived fkom graph G such that i, j and k are 

interna1 splices and Ps(i, j, k). If there is a chain C on S between j and k which excludes 

i then there is no diagram S' consistent with G on which Ps.(j,i, k).  



Suppose C consists of a single extemal splice t .  On S, i is independent of 4, but on 

any diagram S' on which Pst(j, i, k), i would have to be dependent on t .  The rest of the 

argument is an easy induction on the length of C .  O 

Lf two splices i, j are parallel to a disc on S while splice k is excluded we denote the 

disc Ds( i ,  jlk). Let N(i,  j lk )  denote the set of splices on S which bracket i and j but not 

k, and N(i, j, b)  denote the set that bracket i, j and k. 

Let S be a state diagram derived from graph G with Ps(i, j, k) and N ( i ,  j, k) # 0. 

Let S' be a diagram consistent with G on which Pst (j, i, k) . We will prove that there is 

necessarily a mutation of S which places the splices i, j and k in the same order as on S' 

( this  is Lemma 4.6 below). This will allow us to prove Theorem 4.1 by induction. 

Given a state diagram S and two interior splices i and j, let S be an  ordered set of n 

distinct parallel exterior splices on S such t hat (i) splices 1 to n - 1 are in N (i, j) ; (ii) either 

n E N(ilj) or n E N(j l i ) ;  and (iii) splicei lies betweensplices i-1 a n d i + l  (2 <_ i 5 n-1). 

If, for each k E S and k + 1 E S (1 5 k 5 n - l ) ,  either arc A(k,  k + 1) or arc A(k + 1, k) is 

covered by a chain (which we denote cki'), we call the union U CL+' US a covering 
l s k l n - 1  

chain over i and j. Given a covering chah  C as defined above, we give the splices of C 

the natural order inherited from S and CC+' (1 5 k 5 n - 1): namely, splice 1 of S is the 

initial splice of C and the splices CL+' (1 5 k 5 n - 1) occur between splice k and k + 1 of 
S in the ordering on C. If there is some k E S such that neither A(k,  k + 1) nor A(k + 1, k) 

are covered by a chain we Say there is a gap in S. 

Remark: We will assume, in what follows, that our chains are of minimal Iength (Le. 

that we cannot drop any splices and still have a cover). This implies, in particular, that 

if arc .4(k, k + 1) in a chah is covered, then arc A(k + 2, k + 1) is covered (i.e. the chah  

passes back and forth over i and j). As the arguments that follow are by induction on 

the number of splices in a chain that bracket i and j ,  this does not represent a loss of 

generality: we can always shorten a chin  that does not alternate by dropping splices in 

N ( i ,  j) (possibly with other splices). 



Figure 4.6: t is an example of a turning splice. The dotted 
line between splice 1 and splice n - 1 indicates those splices 
in S that lie between splice 1 and splice n - 1. 

Let C be a covering chah over i and j as defined above. Let 4! be an interior splice 

on S such that Ps(i, j , e )  and such that every splice in C that brackets i and j has an 

endpoint on the same arc between l and j. (For example, in Figure 4.6, splices 1 to n al1 

have one endpoint on A(j, 4)  .) 

Let pl be an exterior splice in N ( t )  but not in N ( i )  or N ( j )  such t hat one endpoint 

of pl lies between j and l .  If there is a chain Cp, that covers the arc between pl and splice 

1 of C. we call the union { p l )  U C,, U C a covering chuin of  type 1 between l and the pair 

.i and j. Let Cr be such a chain. The splices in C' are ordered as follows: pl is the initial 

splice of C', followed by the splices of Cp, , then those of C .  If C has order greater than 

one (i.e. the first splice of C brackets both i and j), we c d  the second splice in C the 

turning splice of C f .  We assume also that this splice occurs on the side of i and j away 

from p l :  by the Remark above this does not represent a loss of generality. 

Let C and t? be as above and let p2 be a splice in N ( i ,  j , t ) .  Lf there is a chah Cp, 

covering the arc between pz and the initial splice of C (i.e. splice 1 is S) we call the union 

{ p 2 }  U CP1 U C a covering chain of type 2 between t and the pair i and j. Let Cf  be such 

a chain. The splices of Cr are ordered as follows: pz is the initial splice, foliowed by the 

splices of C,, , then those of C .  



We c d  the initial splice of the chain C,, the turning splice of Cf. (We assume also 

wlog that after C,, the chain alternates back and forth over i and j). 

The order of a covering chah  of either type 1 of type 2 between é? and the pair i and 

j is the number of splices that pass over i and j, plus one for the final splice that brackets 

either i and j alone (so if the chah is of type 2 we count p* in the order of the chain). 

Lemma 4.3. Let S be a state diagram consistent with G such that Ps(i,j, k). Lf there is 

a covering dain  C between k and i and j and a splice p E N(i, j, k) such that the turning 

splice t of C does not bracket P ,  then there is no state diagram S' consistent with G on 

which Pst (j, i, k) . 

Proof. By Lemma 4.2, the Lemma holds for a fkst order diain C (regardless of whether 

there is an additional splice p) . 
Let C be a second order chain of either type £rom k to the pair i and j. Let y be the 

splice of C that passes over i and j, t the turning splice of C and w the terminal splice of 

Figure 4.7: Diagram S show the two possible positions 
for splice y. In Diagram S' splice Y may be positioned so 
as not to bracket k, but in this case the argument is eaçier. 

Suppose S is a diagram consistent with G on which Pst (j, i, k). Then t must appear 

in one of the four positions shown in Figure 4.7b. tt is ruled out, however, as there is a 

chain on S from t to i (via w) that does not pass over j. t z  and t3 are ruled out as t does 



not bracket p on S. t4 is ruled out by the chain hom t to i on S (via w) that  does not pass 

over k. Hence there can be no such state diagram S' and the Lemma holds for n = 2. 

Now suppose the Lemma holds for any chain of order n or less (n > 2) and let C be 

a chain of order n + 1. Let t ,  y, and p be as in Figure 4.7a , but now let w be the second 

splice of C to pass over i and j. Let C' be the chain C without the splices that precede 

t. By our assumption that C is of minimal length, the turning splice t' of C' does not 

bracket y (if t' did bracket y we could drop y, possibly with some other splices, from C). 

Cf is an nth order chain from t to the pair i and j s a t i s e g  the conditions of the Lemma 

(where y plays the role of p). Hence the induction hypothesis holds for t and there is no 

diagram S' consistent with G on which Pst (t, j, i). Suppose, however, on S Pst (j, i, k) as 

in Figure 4.8. 

sy> 3 , l  1 3  : k  ; t 4  

I I I ,  
1 I 
\ I 

Figure 4.8 

On S', t rnay not appear in position ti, by the argument above; in position t2 or t3 

because t does not depend on p and in position t4 by the chah from t to w on S. Hence 

there can be no S' on which Ps# (j, i, k) and the Lemma holds by induction. O 

Lemma 4.4. Let S be derived from G and let C be a covering chain of order greater 

tlian one on S fkom splice k to i and j where Ps(i, j, k). Let t be the turning splice of C 

(so that necessarily Ps(j,i,t)). Then there is no diagram S' consistent with G on which 

pst (G j, t ) .  

Proof. Let C, y and w be as in the previous Lemma (where w may either bracket i and 

j or just i, depending on the order of C). Let C' be C without the splices that precede 



t in C. By our assumption that C is of minimal length, y does not bracket the turning 

splice t' of C'. Hence we can take y as p in the previous Lemma applied to t, i and j. 

Let S be a state diagram derived from graph G with Ps(i, j, k), p E N(i, j, k) and i, j 

and II oriented as in Figure 4.9. We denote the splices in N(i, jlk) on top of the loop NT 

and those on the bottom Ne 

Figure 4.9 

We specify two conditions on S 

A: There are no interior splices between NT and NB (i.e. no splices dependent both 

on a splice in NT and on a splice in NB). 

B: There are no interior splices between the two shaded arcs a and b on Figure 4.7 

(there may, however, be interior splices dong the arcs). 

Lemma 4.5. If S and G are as above and there is a state diagram S' consistent with G 

on which P p ( j ,  i, k ) ,  then there is a disc Ds(i ,  jlk). 

Proof. We prove the contrpositive: If there is no disc Ds (i, jl k) on S then there is no 

state diagram S' on which Pst (j, i, k). Suppose for al1 p E N (i, j ,  k) there are no splices 

in N ( p )  to the left of i on S. If there is no disc Ds(i, jlk) on S then either arc a or arc 

b must be covered, otherwise we could enclose NT and NB in a disc that passes under p 

(and any other splices in N(i, j, k)) and excludes k. Suppose wlog that a is covered and 

b is not. Then if there is a gap in NT, say between splice k and k + 1, we could draw a 

disc that passes between those splices and encloses al1 of NB.  Hence if arc b is not covered 

51 



we m u t  have a covering chah fiom k to i and j on the top. If both arc a and arc b are 

covered then it must still be the case that one of NT or fi has no gaps (otherwise we 

could draw a disc enclosing i and j and passing through the gaps). Ln either case we have 

a covering chah C from k to i and j. By the above, and the fact that p cannot bracket 

the turning splice of C (by assumption), Lemma 4.3 implies the result. 

Now suppose the Lemma holds for all diagrams on which there are n or fewer splices in 

N ( p )  to the left of i for some p E N(i, j, k) and let S be a diagram with n + 1 such splices. 

Suppose there is no covering chah of type 2 between k and i and j. Then there must be 

a gap between every splice in N(i, j, k) and NT and NB. But then the argument of the 

previous paragraph shows that if there is no Ds(i, jl k) on S then there must be a ccvering 

chain of type 1 from k to i and j. Hence if there is no Ds(i,jlk) on S there is a covering 

chain D of either type 1 or 2 on S. Let L be the turning spiice of C. If e is not in N b )  

then Lemma 4.3 implies that there is no diagram S' on which Psr(j, i, k) If e is in N(p) 

then there must be fewer than n + 1 splices in Nb)  to the left of t?. Hence the induction 

hypothesis applies to  t, j and k. As there is no disc Ds (l, jlk) on S (otherwise there would 

be a disc Ds (i, j [k) ,  contrary to assumption), there is no S' on which Pst (j, e, k). But 

Lemma 4.4 implies that there is no S' on which Pst(t, j7  i). Further, k' cannot appear on 

the side of k away from i and j as there is a covering dain fiom l to i and j that does not 

pass over k. Hence there is no diagram on which Pst (j, i, k). O 

An induction on the number of splices in N(p)  in the regions ruled out by conditions 

A and B allows us to drop those restrictions on S (the induction is similar to the argument 

of the last paragraph) giving: 

Lemma 4.6. Let S be a state diagram derived fiom graph G with Ps(i, j, k) and N(i ,  j,  k) 

# 0. If there is a state diagram S' consistent with G sudi that PSI ( j ,  i, k) then on S there 

is a disc Ds(i ,  jlk). 



Figure 4.10 

Lemma 4.7. Let S be derived &om graph G with N(i, k )  non-empty, and j in one of 

the two positions shown in Figure 4.10. Suppose there is a diain C (with initial splice m) 

along the arc fiom i to j and that on S ,  the following condition holds: 

A: There are no interior splices with one endpoint on the arc between i and j and 

the other outside that arc, and there are no interior splices that bracket m on the 

side of i opposite to j. 

Then if  there is no disc D enclosing i in paraDe1 and j antiparallel and excluding k as in 

Figure 4.10, then there is no Sf consistent with G on which jl appears in position j2 (or 

vice versa). 

Proof. If S is oriented as in Figure 4.10a, then j either appears on the top or bottom of 

the loop. Assume wlog that j appears on the top as shown and let S denote the spLices in 

f i ( i l k )  that pass over j. We assume, also, to start, that, B: there are no interior splices 

between i and k parallel to i and k. 

Let [SI = O and assume wlog that j is in position jl (if the Lemma held for jl but 

not jz we could derive a contradiction; hence we only need to establish it for jl ) . Suppose 

there is a chain C' from k to i along arc A(i,  k). Since, by A, there is no splice dependent 

on m to the right of i, the terminal splice q of Cf  m u t  bracket some splice y (where y may 

be j) in the chain C from i to j (q may not pass over C entirely because [SI = O). Let the 

splice that  precedes q in C' be x. If, on some S' consistent with S, j occurs between i and 

k. then y m u t  also (as there is a chah from y to j that doesn't pass over 2). But then we 



can't place x on Sr: position X I  on Figure 4.11b is ruled out, as Cr does not pass over y; 

position 2 2 ,  as there is a chah  from m to y that does not pass over x. 

Figure 4-11 

Now suppose there is no chah  from k to i dong arc A(i, k). Then there must be a 

chain C' from r to i (otherwise nothing would block a disc) that does not pass over C 

entirely (Le. the terminal splice of C r  must bracket some element in C since ISI = 0). 

Let C be the initial splice of CI. If j appears on some Sr between i and k then l must 

also appear between i and k (because there is a chah fiom e to some splice in C, and 

hence to j, that does not pass over i). But t cannot occur in series between i and k as l 

depends on r .  Nor, by Lemma 4.6, can t appear in parallel between i and k, as there is 

no disc Ds( l ,  ilk) (such a disc would enclose i in parallel and j antiparallel, c o n t r q  to 

assurnption). Hence the Lemma holds for ISI = 0. 

Now suppose the Lemma holds for IS] 5 n and let S be a diagram such that /SI = n+ 1. 

Let q be the outermost splice in S and let w be the splice in N(i,  k) closest to q (See Figure 

4.13). To prevent a disc there must be sorne splice s in one of the positions shown in Figure 

Figure 4.12 



But then the number of splices that pass over i and j and exclude s is less than or 

equal to n. An application of the induction hypothesis and Lemma 4.6 shows that s cannot 

be placed on any diagram Sr on which j occurs in series between i and k. Similarly an 

easy induction removes restriction B. O 

Lemma 4.8. Let splices jl and j.r be distinct splices positioned as in Figure 4.10a with 

a chain C along the arc Al between i and jl and a Chain Ct dong the arc A2 between i 

and j2 and no splices with one endpoint on A1(A2) and the other outside A1(A2) .  Then 

if there is no disc enclosing i in pardel and jl and j2 in antipadlel and excluding k then 

there is no Sr on which jl and j2 appear with positions reversed relative to k. 

Proof. The proof is an induction similar to the last Lemma. 

It is easy to see that Lemma 4.7 still holds if splice j  is external (because j must 

bracket an interna1 splice to which the Lemma applies). Similarly in Lemma 4.8 either j l  

or j2 may be external. 

Lemma 4.9. Let S be a state diagram derived fiom G and S soy subset of  splices o f  S. 

Suppose splice p E S brackets a disc D on S such that there is at least one splice in D in 

N ( p )  n S .  Call the splices o f  S inside D ,  Si, and those outside of D, S2. Lf> i )  the splices 

in Si { p )  are in the same circular order on S as on diagram S (where S' is consistent 

with G)  and the same holds o f  the splices in S2 and, ii) the splices in N b )  n S are in the 

same order on S and Sr, then there is a mutation on S that puts Si U S2 into the same 

order as on S'. 

Proof. Once we fix a splice p on S we can distinguish the two arcs of the loop separated 

by p as, Say, top and bottom. Let j be a splice in & and i a splice in S1 such that neither 

i nor j is in N ( p )  (see Figure 4.13). 



Figure 4.13 

If i is on the wrong side of p relative to  j then, because every splice in Sl has been 

ordered relative to p: every spiice in SI (except, of course, those in N ( p ) )  is on the wrong 

side of p. Hence a single rotation RI of D will put every spiice in SI on the correct side 

of p. (If S1 contains only a single splice i in N b ) ,  then some splice in Si maybe on the 

wrong side of i relative to some splice in Sz: but then all of the splices in SI are on the 

wrong side of i and a rotation will correct this. If IN(p) nSi 1 2 2 then this problem cannot 

occur as the splices in Nb) n Sl are ordered relative to those of N ( p )  n &.) 

Lemma 4.10. Let S and S' be distinct state diagrams derived from the same comected 

graph G .  Then there is a set of mutations on S by which the splices of S can be put into 

the same circular order as those of S'. 

Proof. Suppose we have put some subset O of the splices of S into the same order as 

on S' by following the rule OR: i) pick any splice i on S and j E N ( i )  and place them in 

O; ii) choose any splice x E O and order all splices in N ( x )  by mutations before preceding 

(some of the splices in N(x) may already be in O). We will prove the Lemma by showing 

that it is always possible to order an additional splice on S by a sequence of mutations. 

First we need 

Lemma 4.11. Suppose splice p E O brackets a disc D on S enclosing a set of splices D. 

Suppose D n N b )  contains at least one splice i in O and one splice j not in O. Then we 



can put {j) U { p )  u {P n O) into the same circular order on S as on S' by a sequence of 

mutations contained in D.  

Proof. We establish the Lemma by induction on IVnN(p)nOl. Suppose pnN(p)nOl  = 

1 (i.e. there is one ordered splice in D dependent on p) . Let i and j be as above. Using p 

we can orient S as in Figure 4.14, distinguishing a top and bottom of the loop. Designate 

the splices in D with both endpoints on top DT and those on the bottom DB 

Figure 4.14 

First note that no splice in V n O can occur on the left side of j (otherwise, by OR 

ii): j would have been ordered). Let &(SB) be the set of splices in % n O (DB n 0) 

antiparallel to D that do not depend on either i or j. If j is out order relative to 2) f7 O 

then it is not hard to see that either & or SB must be non-empty and also that there 

cannot be a chain of splices between i and j along arc A(i, j). Suppose wlog that k is in 

ST and is interior. Then there are only two possible positions in which k may appear, as 

shown in Figure 4.14. Further, if one splice in ST is out of order with respect to j and i 

then al1 are (as al1 are ordered relative to i). Let RI be the splice furthest £rom j and k2 

the closest (where ki and k2 may be the same splice or on the same side of i). By the 

ordering rule (OR ii)) there may not be any spIice in position ql (see Figure 4.14) on S as 

there is a chain of ordered splices between i and k2 and hence ql would have been ordered 

(by RO ii)) contrary to our assumption that i is the only splice in D n 0 n N b ) .  Nor can 

there be a splice in position q2 as it would be ordered, contrary to our assumption that k2 

is the closest splice to j in ST (the same holds if q~ is exterior). The same argument holds 



on the arc between i and kl. Hence, by Lemma 4.7 or Lemma 4.8, we can enclose aU of 

the splices in ST in a disc Dr (which clearly need not bracket any splices in SB) which we 

may rotate to place the splices in ST into the correct order relative to j .  (Note: The disc 

D' may be taken to be contained in D, as the intersection of any iarger disc with D is a 

disc contained in D). The same analysis applies on the bottom of S. 

Now suppose the Lemma holds for 121 n N ( p )  n 01 = n and let D be a disc enclosing 

n i 1 splices in O n N b )  ( c d  this set S) and enclosing j E N(p)\O. Suppose on Sf 

j occurs between splices k and k + 1 (O 5 k 5 n) but is a different position on S. By 

Lemma 4.6 there must be a disc Dr (which wlog is within D )  enclosing either j and k and 

excluding k + 1 or enclosing j and k + 1 excluding k. (Let 2)' denote the splices in Dr.) But 

then D' contains fewer than n + 1 splices in N b )  n O and by, the induction hypothesis, 

we can order all the splices in Dr n O by mutations inside Dr (which wiU not change the 

order of the splices in V\Vf). If the splices in ( N @ )  n Dr) n O end up in reverse order 

relative to those in ( ~ ( p )  n Z)\vr) n O ,  a rotation will correct this. By Lemma 4.9 we 

can then order the splices in (2)' U V\Dr) n O by an additional mutation. Now suppose j 

occurs on opposite ends of the splices in S on S and S' then by Lernma 4.6 there is a disc 

D' enclosing all of S and excluding j. A simple argument based on r d e  OR shows that 

D' contains all ordered splices in D except possibly splices which bracket j and all of S. 

Suppose there is such a splice y. Rotating D' will put all of the splices in Dr in correct 

order relative to j without changing the circular order of the splices in Dr relative to y. 

This establishes Lemma 4.11. 

Now let 0 and S be as above. Let p E O be such that some splice x in N ( p )  is not 

in O. By the ordering rule, as p E O, there is some splice y on S such that y E O. Let D 

be a disc on S that encloses al1 the splices of S except p. As D encloses x and y we can 

apply Lemma 4.11 to x. This establishes Lemma 4.10. O 

We now treat the case of bipartite graphs that are disjoint unions of connected graphs. 

Let S' and S" be disjoint connected subdiagrams of state diagram S. Given two spiices i 



and j in SI, we cal1 a pair of endpoints il and jl of splices i and j S'-adjacent if no end 

point of a third splice in S' occurs between il and il. 

No splice q in S" rnay occur in parallel between two splices in Sr, otherwise a chain 

in SI would pass over q, thereby connecting it to S". And no splice in Sf' may bracket 

one in Sr. Hence aU of S" m u t  lie between some pair of S'-adjacent end points il and 

ji. See Figure 4.15 for example: Sf' lies between Sf adjacent splices i and j. Clearly all 

possible orderings of S" can be effected by mutations that do not effect SI. Further Su 

can be moved past any endpoint in S' by a mutation as in Figure 4.15. Hence al1 possible 

orderings of Sr U S'' can be accomplished by mutations. 

Figure 4.15 

Given three disjoint subdiagrams S', S" and S'" a splice j in S' rnay occur in paraliel 

or in series between splices j and k in Stf and Su'. I t  is easy to check, however, that we 

can move S' into any position relative to Stf and S"' usina discs and tubes, and that we 

can thereby order any disjoint union of sub-diagrams by mutations. 

This completes the only if part of the proof of Theorem 4.1. The if part is trivial, as 

a mutation of a state diagram does not change its bipartite graph. O 



CHAPTER 5 

Bipartite Graphs as Knots Invariants 

In this chapter we establish a theorem which will d o w  us to treat the bipartite graphs 

associated to knots as a new kind of h o t  invariant: to each class of knot we associate a 

family of bipartite graphs rather than a polynomial. We show that two knot diagrams 

represent knots that are topologically equivalent up to mutation (Le. one can be tram- 

formed into another by a sequence of Reidemeister moves plus mutations) iff any bipartite 

graph of one diagram can be constructed from any graph of the other by a sequence of 

grap hical "Reidemeister" moves. Hence, up to mutation, the problem of knot equivalence 

is reduced to the problem of building bipartite graphs by elernentary moves. Because an 

unknot remains unknotted under mutations, this result has the following coroilary: a knot 

is trivial iff its bipartite graph can be built from the ndi graph by a sequence of graphical 

Reidemeister moves. 

The Graphical Reidemeister Moves 

When we perform a Reidemeister move on a knot diagram, it is natural to ask how 

this affects a given bipartite graph associated to the knot: fortunately, for each of the 

Reidemeister moves, the graph changes in a uniform and simple way. 

Figure 5.1 shows the first Reidemeister move (without specifying the crossing type) 

and its effect on a state diagram S associated to K. 

K@ -aK' 
a b 

Figure 5.1 



It is easy to see that splice j in S' (see Figure 5.lb) must be independent of ail other 

splices in Sr as there are no splice endpoints in the shaded region. Hence we define the 

first Reidemeister move on bipartite graphs as: 

RI: TO any graph G add or remove a single exterior or interior vertex with any label and 

no edges. 

If we wish to perform the second Reidemeister move on a pair of strands in a knot 

diagram K, then Iocally the strands must appear as in disc D or Dr in Figure 5.2. (Note: 

In this chapter "disc" will not have the technical meaning of Chapter 4 unless specified) . 

Figure 5.2 

If we split the crossings of the knot outside of the discs so that no disconnected loops 

are created there are only two possible results: either the cuve  originating a t  a (outside 

the d i x )  joins point c (we designate this splitting Ri: see Figure 5.3) or the cuve joins 

point b (this is designated RZ: see Figure 5.5a). 

Given two strands on a diagram K as in Figure 5.2ar and an Ri splitting of K, the 

crossing inside the disc must be split as in Figure 5.3 in order to produce a 1-loop diagram 

Figure 5.3: Two examples of an 
e dependent on i is also dependent 

Ri splitting: any splice 
on j (and vice versa). 



If S is a state diagram associated to K, then regardless of whether splices i and j 

are exterior or interior, they will have identical dependencies on S (as there are no splice 

endpoints in the shaded regions in Figure 5.3) and opposite labels (see Figure 5.4). 

Figure 5.4: Splices i and j have opposite labels (this is 
also the case if strand 1 passes under II: the labels on i and 
j are then simply exchanged). 

It is clear fkom Figure 5.2 that if we perform Ra on a diagram on which we have an 

Ri splitting the effect will be to add or take away a pair of splices as in Figure 5.4. Hence 

the rule on graphs is: 

Xi: On a bipartite graph G add or remove a pair of vertices (both exterior or both interior) 

with identical neighbourhoods and opposite labels. 

We also require, for reasons that will be clear later, that if we add vertices to G, the graph 

created gives a state diagram we can draw without having splices cross each other (Le. 

the Reidemeister is not allowed if it creates a bipartite graph that doesn't correspond to 

a knot or link). In Appendix B we give an algorithm for checking whether a h o t  may be 

derived fkom a given bipartite graph. 

To produce a 1-loop diagram kom splitting of type we must split crossings i and j 

inside the disc as in Figure 5.5b. (Notice N(i) = { j ) ,  as there are no splices in the shaded 

region). 



a b c 

Figure 5.5: Fi y r e  5.5a shows an example of an Rz split- 
ting. 

If however there is a splice l connecting loops 1 and II as in Figure 5.5a we can always 

perform R4 (for a definitions of R4, see Chapter 1) on j and .f giving an Ri splitting 

of K as in Figure 5 .5~.  If there is no such C then it is easy to see that an R2 move on 

K would resdt in a diagram with two disconnected components - if we require that o u  

Reidemeister rnoves always maintain the connectedness of our knot projection, which is 

not a significant restriction, then this case will never corne up. Hence Ri,  in conjunction 

with R4, suffices for R2 on graphs: if vertices i and j on G are such that N ( i )  = {j) and 

N ( j ) \ { i }  # 0, we choose any e E N ( j )  and perform @ on G. Then perform Ri on i and 

Now suppose crossings vl, v2 and u3 on K are positioned to aUow R3. Then vl ,  v:! 

and us can be enclosed in a disc D as in Figure 5.6. If we split the crossings outside of D 

so that no disconnected Ioops are created, there are only three possible decompositions of 

K (as shown in Figure 5.6) which we denote Ri ,  R: and R:. (Note Rg represents three 

different diagrams, as there are three ways we can select two pairs of adjacent points on 

the disc that are separated by a non-adjacent pair). 



Figure 5.6 

The state diagram S of K may differ from those in Figure 5.7 only in the way the 

arcs outside the disc wrap around the disc, but this has no effect on the graph of K that 

is derived from S, as it only makes internd splices external and vice versa (see Figure 5.7a 

and b). 

For a decomposition of type Ri ,  the splices inside the disc must be split as in Figure 

5.7 to produce a 1-loop diagram. 

a b 
Figure 5.7: The figures show two different ways the out- 
side arcs might wrap around the disc. 

As there are no splice endpoints in the shaded regions, splices that bracket vi (1 5 i 5 

3) must always bracket exactly one other vj ( j  # i) (as in Figure 5.7 (a); splice 4! brackets 

vl and v1). Hence on G the graph 

N ( v ~ )  = (N(Q) n 



where i, j and k take values between 1 and 3. (See the left hand graph in Figure 5.10 for 

an example). If and uz and va are vertices on a graph for which the above holds we 

write Ri ( V I ,  ~ 2 ,  v3). 

For a splitting of type Ri, we may split any vi (1 5 i 5 n) externally (or interndy 

depending on how the arcs outside the disc wrap around): the other two splices must then 

be split internally (externally) in order to produce a 1-loop diagram. 

Figure 5.8 

As there are no splice endpoints in the shaded regions in Figure 5.8, the splice that is 

split externally (internally) must be dependent only on the other two. (We c d  the splice 

that is split differently from the other two the distinguished splice). Hence on graph G of 

K we have N ( v i )  = {vj,vk) (j # k # i) for some i(l 5 i 5 3). If this condition holds on 

a graph, with vi the distinguished splice, we write R$ (zJ,, vj, vk). 

If we perform the third Reidemeister move on a splitting of type Ri the result, as is 

shown in Figure 5.9 is a splitting of type R$ (and vice versa). 



Figure 5.9: R3 takes a splitting of type Ri (see a) to 
a splitting of type Rz (see b). I t  is easy to check that the 
labelling rules for Rg given below still hold if we split 711, 

2 ~ 2  and vj in a way that is different From (b). 

Figure 5.9 shows how R3 affects the labels on a state diagram for a particular ar- 

rangement of crossing types inside D. By drawing different arrangements, it is easy to 

check that the following Reiderneister move holds on the graphs R & + ~ :  Let G be such that 

Ri (vi , ~ 1 2 ~  v3) with all three vertices interior (exterior). Choose any vertex; say v3. Then 

the image G' of G under R3 is constructed as follows: V I  and v2 retain the dependencies 

they had on G; v3 becomes an exterior (interior) vertex with neighbourhood {VI, vz}. AS 

Figure 5.9 shows: if Lc(vi) = LC(v3) # LG(v2) (or = LG(vS) # &(VI)), then 

al1 splices have the same labels on G' as they had on G. (It is easy to check that the 

additional labelling rules hold: If LG(vl) = LG(vZ) # LG(1>3) then Lor(ui) = Lcf (vz) = 

LG1(u3) = LG(tJ3). ~f LG(vI) = L ~ ( v ~ )  = LG(U3) then R3 is not allowed). R : + ~ :  Lf G is 

such that Ri (vl, v2, v3), with 733 the distinguished vertex, then R3 acts as follows: vl and 



v2 retain the dependencies they had on G; if v3 is external (internal) it becomes internal 

(external) with dependencies (N(vl)\ N (vz)) U (N(v2) \ N (ul )) . The labelling mies are as 

above (in reverse) with R3 disallowed if L(vi) = L(u2) # L(v3)- 

Figure 5.10 shows an example of R3. 

Figure 5.10 

On an Rg splitting, one crossing, the constrained crossing (in Figure 5.11 the con- 

strained crossing is v3) may only be split in one way to avoid pushing off a loop. The other 

two crossings may be split in any way as long as one is external and the other internal. As 

there are no crossings in the shaded regions in Figure 5.11, we have the following splice 

relation N ( v i )  = N(vk) u { j }  where vk is the constrained splice and vi is the splice in the 

same region of the plane (Le. exterior or interior to the loop) as vk. For example, in Figure 

5.11. N ( v l )  = N ( v 3 )  U {v2). 



Figure 5.11 

It is clear from Figure 5.11 that R3 takes an Rg splitting to an Ri splitting and that 

the transformation on graphs is given by: 

R:: Given graph G with N(ul )  = N(v3)  u {v2}, and the constrained splice v3 external 

(internal), R3 acts as follows: vl and vz retain their edges; U J  becomes internal (external) 

with NCt (v3)  = N&2)\ {~I) .  It is easy to check that LQ (u i )  = Lc(u2) and LG#(v2) = 

Lc (vl  ) and that LGr (v3) = L G ( v 3 )  R3 is disallowed only if LG(u3) = L(ul) # L(u2). 

Figure 5.12 shows an example of R; 

Figure 5.12 



Given an RJ splitting, as in Figure 5.11: it is possible to  change the splitting into one 

of type Ra or R: by changing a splice l from region 1 to  III or II to III as shoan in Figure 

3.11 in conjunction with any dependent vi- If there is no such splice t! then vertex vs 

is disconnected (as there is no spiice in position t2 and no spiice endpoint in the shaded 

regions) and vertices v l  and v2 share a single edge (as there is no splice in position el 
or (2)- The rest of G is necessarily disjoint from vl v* and v3- In this case R3 has the 

trivial effect of changing an extemal (internal) vertex into an internal (external) vertex 

and changing splice labels as in r d e  Rg. Hence, in ail but this trivial case? it al=-ays suflices 

to use Rjc2 (in conjunction with Rd) for R3. 

For reasons that will be made clear, we require that the following condition CRs hold 

on G in order to perform R3: 

CR3: If Ri (vl, c2, v3) then, if there are vertices pl and pz in G such that N(v,) & N @ l )  

and N(c,) C Ar(p2) (i + j ) ,  then there is no chain between pl and pz that does not pass 

through a point in N(vh ,  ut )  where h # e and 1 5 hl t' < 3. 
If R: (vl, 212, 213) on G then R3 is allowed only if, on the gr;rpl t h ?  osul ts  from an 

application of vl, v2 and satisfy CR3.  If Rz(vi, v2, us) and the trivial case holds 

then there is no restriction on R3. For R% in the general case we use Ri'+* and Rd. 

Knot Equivalence up to Mutation 

Having defined, in Chapter 1 and the h s t  section, four graphical Reidemeister moves 

R1 , R2 (see rule Ri), R3 (see rule Ri** plus the rule for the trivial case) and R4, we 

are now able to prove the chief result of this chapter. We Say two knot diagrams are hf- 

equiualent if one can be transformed into the other by a sequence of Reidemeister moves 

and mutations. 



Theorem 5.1. Let G and G' be a pair of bipartite graphs derived from knot diagrams K 

and Kt .  Then K is M-equivalent to Kt iB there is a sequence of Graphical Reidemeister 

moves by which G can be transformed into G'. 

We start with the following Lemma (here we use R, interchangably for Reidemeister 

moves on knots or on graphs: the meaning will be clear bom the context. &(G) denotes 
f- 

Ri applied to graph G. We use the notation Rz when R2 is used to remove vertices or 

crossings, and z2 when R2 is used to add vertices or crossings). 

Lemma 5.2. Let G be a bipartite graph derived fkom knot diagram K. Let G' = 4 ( G )  

(i 5 i 5 4). Then there is a knot diagram K' consistent with G' such that K can be 

transformed into K' by R, plus, if necessary, a sequence of mutations. (By the results of 

Chapter 4, this property of Kt will then hold for al1 h o t  diagrams consistent with G', as 

K' can be traosformed by mutations into any other diagrazn consistent with G'). 

Proof. The Lemma is trivial for R I .  
f- 

Now let G' = R 2 (G) , with i and j the vertices that are removed from G and let S be 

the state diagram of K. Suppose there are no splice endpoints on arcs A(i ,  j) and A(j, i) 

between i and j on S. Then Iocally S looks like the diagram in Figure 5.12 a and we can 

perform R2 on K. Let S' be S with splices i and j removed and K t  the knot diagram 

derived h m  S' (clearly K' is consistent with G'). As S and S' are identical outside D, the 

result of R2 (K) will be K'. Now suppose some splice p occurs between i  and j as in Figure 

5.13b. Let pl and pz be the closest such splices to j (where pl maybe the same spiice as 

ps or may be parallel to i and j ) .  By assumption, i and j have identical neighbourhoods, 

so no splice may pass over j and not i. Hence we can draw a disc D as in Figure 5.13b 

enclosing al1 splices in the region between i and j. As al1 chahs from a splice k' to the left 

of i to i must terminate in a splice bracketting both i and j, the disc D need not enclose 

any such splices E .  A simple rotation of the disc D will clear alI splices between i and j 

and we can then apply the above argument to the resulting state diagram. 



Figure 5.13 

Let G' = Z ~ ( G )  and let K be the knot diagram fiom which G was derived. By our 

restriction on 2 2 ,  there is a state diagram S' that is consistent with G'. Let Kt be the 

h o t  diagram derived from S'. By the argument of the previous paragraph, and the fact 
C 

that G = R 2 ( G t ) ,  there is a K" consistent with G such that %Z(M(K' ) )  = Kt' where 

A4 is sorne sequence of mutations. But then M-' (à2(~")) = Kt and, further, since K" 

and K are both consistent with G, there is a set of mutations which take K to K". Hence 

there is a set of mutations which, together with 3 2 ,  take K to K t .  Thus the Lemma holds 

for R2.  

Suppose Gr = ~ ? j + ~  (G) and that S is the state diagram of K. Suppose wlog that vl, 

2i2 and vs are interior splices on S and that, after RI, v3 has neighbourhood {vl, ur) on 

G'. Since Ri(ul, ~1,713) on G we can place vl, 212 and v3 on S as in Figure 5.14a. 

Figure 5.14 

Let ti be the splice bracketting vi and vj that is closest to those splices on S. Suppose 

there are no splices with endpoints dong the arcs between the vis (see shaded regions in 



Figure 5.14). Let Sr be identical t o  S except that is placed as in Figure 5.14b. Then 

R3(K)  = K' and Kr is consistent with G r .  

Now suppose there is a splice in position pl on S but no spiice in position pz or p3. 

Suppose wlog that pl is the splice closest to vl dong arc A(vz, VI). As aU splices that 

bracket v2 aIso bracket or VJ, we can, by the argument developed for R2, enclose v2 and 

pl in a d ix  excluding any splice t to  the left of us. Further, by restriction CR3 on R3, the 

argument still holds even if we have a splice in position pl or p3, since, given any chah C 

between pi (i 5 i 5 2) and pl, the h a l  splice of C must bracket and v2 or v3 and v2 

and camot block D. Hence it is possible to clear all splices with endpoints between vz and 

cl by a mutation. The same argument holds for the arcs between v2 and v3 and v3 and 

m. The Lemma now follows from the result of the previous paragraph and an argument 
t 

identical to that in the R 2 case. 

Figure 5.15 

Now let G' = RitZ(G). By our restriction on R3, there is a state diagram S' that 

is consistent which G r  on which CR3 holds. The Lemma now follows frorn the result for 

Ri" by an argument identical to that in the 32 case. 

In the trivial case of Rz, the vertices VI, vz and V J  are disconnected from the rest of 

G. Consequently, on any diagram S consistent with G, they can be rnoved by mutations 

into a position which will allow R3. 

By the above the L e m a  holds for R3. 

Because Rq was defined to capture the way the graph of a state diagram changes when 

we change a pair of dependent spiices, we can simply take K' to  be K in the Lemma. O 

We can now prove Theorem 5.1. 



Proof. Let K and K' be M-quivalent. Then there exists a sequence {SI, . . . , of 

Mutations and Reidemeister moves and a sequence {Ki,. . . , Kn} of h o t  diagrarns such 

that KI = K, K,, = K' and S i ( K i )  = Ki+i- Let Ci be any graph derived from Ki .  

Suppose Si is a Reidemeister move. As the graphical Reidemeister moves were defined to 

capture the way any possible state diagram (and hence any possible graph) of Ki changes 

under a Reidemeister move, there is some graph Gi+i of Kiel such that Si(Gi) = Git1. 

Now let G:,, be any other graph of Ki+l. Then there is a sequence of & moves which 

take Gicl to G:,, . Hence there is a sequence of graphical Reidemeister moves which take 

Ci to graph of Kit1. 

The "If" direction of the theorem follows tr ividy from Lemma 5.2. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. O 



APPENDIX A 

Calculatinn the bracket of a series ~arallel h o t  diamam: an exam~le 

Step 1: Label the h o t  diagram (see Figure A.l)  

Step 2: Derive a 1-loop diagram: Split the crossing at tandom. If a spiice joins two loops 

change it.  Continue until a 1-loop diagram L produced. (See Figure A.2). 



Step 3: Draw the bipartite graph. 

2 14 13 12 3 5 1 4 

8 7 6 9 11 1 O 

Figure A.3: (Note: here we have omitted the labels,) 

Step 4: Check if the graph is SP (remove, one at a tirne: any vertex with a single edge 

or any vertex t hat has the same neighbourhood as another vertex). In the bipartite graph 

of Figure A.3 we remove vertices 1, 4, 11, 5,  10, 6, 12, 13, 7, 14, 8, 3, 9, 2. 

Step 5:  Rebuild the graph in reverse order putting it in row reduced form (as detailed 

in Remark 2 of Chapter 3). 

Figure A.4 

75 



Step 6: Partition the Rows. (As detded in Definition 3.1.) 

Row 1: Ri = {13,12); R: = (14); R; = (4); @ = (1); R: = ( 5 ) .  

Row 2: Ri = {6,7,8); @ = (9); = (10,ll). 

Row 3: Ri = {2,3} 

Step 7: The calculation 

( i )  Calculate the brackets of the first row 

(Gi} = ( - A - ~ ) ~  = A-6; (G:(+)) = ( z J ~ ~ ( + ) ) ( v ~ ~ ( + ) )  = L(vIJ)L(vI~)  = A2; (G:) = 

(G:(+)) = A; (G:) = -A3; (GY(+)) = A-'; (G:) = -A3; (G:(+)) = A-'; 

(G?) = 3 (G?(+)) = A- 

(ii) Calculate (Gi) and (G:(+))  (1 < i < 3) in the second row. To calculate (Gi) we h s t  

need (GR:) 

Figure A.5: GR; 



Figure A.6: GR; = Gi 

(Gi(+)) = cl (+) + c2 + c3 = (G:(+))  (GR:(+)) (us(+)) - A-4 

= A-6 (A) (A) - A-4 = O 

We calculate (Gi)(= (GR:)) by adding v4(= G:) to v g  giving 

(G;) = d and (G:(+)) = 0 . 

To construct Gz we first construct GÊ~; by adding vi(= R:) to vlo(= G*). We then add 

us(= R:) to GR: and vil giving (Gi) = A~ and (Gz(+))  = -A2. 

(iii) As we have finished computing (Gi) and (G$(+))  1 5 i 5 3 (Le. we have calculated 

the brackets for all the graphs below the second row) we can now calculate (G) 

(GR;) = cl + CÎ + c3 
= (G:(+)Hw) + d-2((G:) - (G:(+)) )  (v2 - Q(+)) 

i ((G;) - (G: (t))) (vL>(+)) = O + d-* (A-~U! - 0) (- A3 - A-') 

+ A - ~ ~ ( o ) ( A - ~ )  = A-5 + ~ - ~ d  = -A-9 





APPENDIX B 

In this section we present a n  algorithm for determinhg whether a given bipartite 

graph could corne £iom a h o t  or Li&. 

We start with some notation. On a graph a valk is an alternating sequence of vertices 

and edges, beginning and ending with vertices, in which each edge is incident with the two 

vertices immediately preceding and following it. A path is a walk with al1 vertices distinct. 

Let V(P) denote the vertices in path P. A proper path P on bipartite graph G is a path 

on which any j E V(P) oniy has edges to its predessecor and successor in V ( P )  ( j  may, 

however, have edges to vertices in V ( G )  \V(P)). If a proper path visits six or more vertices 

we allow an additional edge between the initial and terminal vertex in P (in which case 

we have a proper cycle). 

In Chapter 4 we required that a chain of splices between two splices i and j  pass along 

only one of the arcs between i and j; in this section we allow a chain to pass back and 

forth between the two arcs (see Figure B.1). A chah on a state diagram S corresponds to 

a proper path on the graph of S. 

Figure B.1: A chain of splices between i and j. 

Let S be a state diagram consistent with a graph G and let D be a disc enclosing a 

set of splices S = Sli u SL on S, where the splices in SII are parallel to D and those in 

SL are antiparallel. Then the splices in SL c a n o t  be dependent on any splices outside D 

(otherwise some splice would pass through the boundary of D) while the splices in SII al1 

have the same dependencies outside D. 



Let G' be the subgraph of G whose vertices correspond to the splices in S. Then clearly 

the vertices of G' can be partitioned into two sets GiI and G: such that the vertices of G y  

have no edges to vertices in G\G1 and the vertices of Gil have identical neighbourhoods in 

G\,Gt. We c d  any subgraph Gr of graph G whose vertices can be partitioned into sets Gi, 

and Gr, A as above a dzsc. (We do not d o w  discs consisting of a single vertex.) We now 

give the dgorithm. 

Let G be a bipartite graph derived from a h o t  or link on which there is no disc. 

Theorem 4.1 implies that there is only one state diagram consistent with G, which we 

denote S. Let rn E V(G) with IN(m)l > 2 (Note: we will use N(m) interchangably for 

vertices and splices; the meaning will be clear from the context). We sketch a rnethod for 

determining the order in which the splices in N(m) must occur on S. 

Let S be the (possibly empty) set of splices on S, not including rn, that bracket al1 of 

the splices in N ( m ) ,  and let xi and x, (where n = IN(m)l) be the splices in N ( m )  that 

are closest to m on S. It is easy to see that the following Lemma must hold 

Lemma B. 1. Lf G has no &SC then on S 

(i) there is a chain C between xi and x, such that the initial and final splices of C are 

not in S or 

(ii) thereisa chain Ci between xi andsornesplicesxi f N ( m )  anda chainC2 fkom either 

Xi+-1 Or X i + 2  t0 Zn. 

(In the latter case the chahs must also extend at X I  and xn to some splice or splices in 

S.> 



Figure 6.2 

We will assume case i) holds: the argument for the second case is exactly the same. 

Clearly the splices in C that bracket splices in N ( m )  partition those splices into sets whose 

relative order is ûxed (see Figure B.2). We denote the sets in the partition Ci and the 

bracketting splices y. If q and ~ + l  occur on opposite sides of i m (as do ci and cz 

in Figure B.2) then once we know the order of the spiices in sets Ci and Citl we also 

know the order of Ci u Ci+l (because of the overlap in those sets). If however ci and 

c;-1 occur on the same side of m (as do cd and c s )  then the splices in Ci may have two 

possible orientations relative to the set Citl. The following Lemma, however, which may 

be derived from arguments similar to those given in Theorem 4.6, allows one to determine 

the order of Ci relative to Ci4 : 

Lemma B.2. Let x and y be the spüces closest to ci in Ci. Then either there is a covering 

chain (as defined in Chapter 4 )  from some splices in Ci+l to the pair x and y ,  or the splices 

in Ci are ordered by the splices in Ci-t (by overlap or a covering chah). 

The number of times the covering chah (and hence path on graph G) passes over x 

and y, and the particular splice (a: or y) bracketted by the terminal splice of the chah  will 

determine the orientation of Ci relative to Citl. 

If G is a graph coming from a state diagram with no discs then each vertex in G must 

have at least two neighbours and G must have a t  least three interior and three exterior 

vertices. If we choose some vertex j and two vertices i and k a distance two fkom j (where 



the distance between the vertices is given by the number of edges on the shortest path 

between them) then in G either 

(i) Some vertex has edges to i, j and k. 

(ii) There is a proper path P (of length four) fkom i to k passing through j .  

In the former case we can order the vertices i, j and k by the path ordering algorithm 

given above. 

Suppose the latter case holds. Let m and n be the vertices lying on P between i and 

j and j and k respectively. On the state diagram S of G, i, j and k must occur either in 

series or in parallel, with j in the middle (see Figure B.3). 

Figure 8.3: k rnust occur in one of the two positions 
shown. 

Suppose N ( m , n )  contains some splice y # j.. Shen we may use the path ordering 

algorithm to order the sets {i, j, y) E N ( m )  and {j, k, y) c N ( m ) :  the ordering of these 

sets determines the position i and k relative to j. 

Now suppose N ( m , n )  cocsists of splice j alone. Since there is no disc on S there 

must be a chain C from some splice u E N(m )\N(n) to some v E N(n)\N(m) and a 

corresponding proper path on G. The number of times the path passes over vertex j 

determines which side of j u lies on relative to v. Knowing this we may use the triples 

{u, i, j) and {u ,  k, j) to order i and k relative to j.. 

Given a bipartite graph with no discs we can recursively order the vertices of G on a 

state diagram by the process described above. If G does not correspond to a knot then at 

some point a splice will pass through another splice or will have the wrong dependencies. 



Now suppose G has a disc G' . Then G\G' is ais0 a disc. Let S be the set of vertices in 

disc G\Gr that have (identical) neighbours in G' and let S' be that set of neighbours. We 

create two new graphs Gl and G2 by adding to  G\Gf a single vertex with neighbourhood S 

and by adding to Gr a single vertex with neighbourhood S'. This corresponds to replacing 

a disc with a single splice on S (see Figure B.4). 

Figure B.4 

It is easy to see that G is consistent with some state diagram iff the graphs G1 and 

G2 are. If G1 and G2 contain discs we continue this splitting process until the resulting 

graphs contain no discs: for an n crossing h o t  this wiU create a t  most n graphs. 
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